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Management Summary 

This thesis is part of the project AIRLIFT: last mile drone logistics for humanitarian aid. It aims to investigate 

the potential contribution of an autonomous transport solution developed by Wings For Aid (WFA) to 

humanitarian cargo logistics. This concerns a remotely piloted aircraft (UAV or drone) dedicated for deployment 

in disaster areas. These drones possess superior technical specifications compared to most drones, such as longer 

flight times and higher payload capacity. To deliver aid effectively, WFA would like to obtain scientific insights 

and methods for the operational decisions related to the use of UAVs in humanitarian missions, such as decisions 

for flying to certain locations where aid workers from humanitarian organizations are requesting relief goods. 

We model the distribution of a pre-packed and standardized medical emergency kit designed by WHO, 

called the Interagency Emergency Health Kit 2017 (IEHK), to state and field hospitals scattered throughout 

metropolitan Port-au-Prince and the surrounding regions of Haiti affected by the earthquake using an existing 

simulation framework. To optimize the distribution of medical supplies to hospitals, we extend the framework 

with a coordination algorithm called the VARA that makes vehicle allocation and routing decisions involving 

trucks and drones. The heuristic is used for a one-time relief delivery plan given a fleet of m-drones, n-trucks, 

one logistic hub and a set of k demand hospitals with known demand. The VARA employs a Hybrid constructive 

heuristic and two variations of improvement heuristics, namely; the Adaptive SA-V1 and the Adaptive SA-V2 

algorithms, each comprised of several heuristics and operators that iteratively build, destroy and reconstruct 

vehicle assignment and routing plans. 

Our proposed algorithm finds a set of relief delivery routes for trucks and drones, starting and ending at 

the depot so that each hospital belongs to at least one route, and the demand of every hospital is fully satisfied. 

The solutions obtained from the implementation of the algorithm provide useful insights on how a fleet of m-

drones and n-trucks can be deployed to deliver emergency medical supplies to hospitals in the most cost-effective 

way. Simulation modelling is used to evaluate our proposed algorithm on the Haiti Case Study. The use of the 

Adaptive SA-V1 algorithm is recommended for a cost effective planning strategy, whereas the Adaptive SA-V2 

is preferrable when response times and equitable relief distribution become the primary objective. The 

improvement algorithms that implement a weight adjustment mechanism that keeps track of the performance of 

the destroy and repair operators and decides which one to use depending on their past success rates yield superior 

performance in terms of operational costs than the heuristics where the probabilities of choosing operators are 

kept equal and uniform throughout the solution process. The cost improvements range from 2.9% to 7.4% per 

daily plan.  
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The introduction of drones in an existing fleet of trucks increases operational costs significantly and is 

justified only in cases where the accessibility of demand points is limited. In low-volume, high-value deliveries 

where the main objective is to minimize operational costs, yet obtain noticeable improvement in response times, 

it is best to keep both the number of drones and trucks sufficiently high. Assuming a maximum daily working 

duration of 12 hours (for example 6:00 – 18:00), WFA needs to deploy at least 4 drones to distribute 10,670 kg 

(~ 11 ton) of emergency medical supplies to 43 state and 12 field hospitals within one day. This figure is well 

within the feasible range since WFA plans to operate UAVs in squads of 2-5 aircraft. With regard to cost, for 

every kg of demand satisfied, the expected operational costs of loading, transporting and unloading cargo will 

be about 1.07 Euro.  

 

We summarize the trade-off between operational costs and vehicle response times under different 

configurations of a combined fleet using the above figure. Trucks are always the cheaper alternative when there 

is a competition between the two vehicle types for the same hospital. Among the configurations studied, a fleet 

of 5-drones and 3-trucks is found to be the least expensive alternative that is able to satisfy all relief requests in 

one day, assuming a maximum daily working duration of 12 hours.  

The analysis of the 2010 Haiti earthquake case identifies several operational limitations and logistical 

challenges to which WFA drones can provide a solution such as the damages to the airport limiting its operational 

capacity, inoperable harbor facilities due to a severely damaged port, the congestion of logistic hubs, roads and 

bridges with relief supplies and people trying to leave Haiti, security concerns in ground transportation, and 

challenging infrastructure to manage the flow of relief aid to affected people. To simulate realistic post disaster 
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conditions, such as the uncertainty surrounding road functionality and the disruption of critical transportation 

network, we employ a stochastic hospital accessibility approach where a given hospital will be considered either 

accessible or inaccessible based on the outcome of a probability density function. Hence, with the absence of 

accurate information in the initial stages of a disaster regarding which demand locations are accessible and which 

are not, by using a generic estimate of the percentage of hospitals accessible by truck, one can obtain preliminary 

insights on the expected performance of relief distribution operations that can be achieved using a given fleet of 

drones and trucks.  

A comprehensive literature review on previous applications of UAVs in disaster management operations 

reveals specific scenarios where UAVs can be particularly useful for last-mile humanitarian logistics. Our 

analysis suggests that drones can add value to humanitarian logistics particularly in the distribution of high-

value, low-volume, and lightweight items to remote, hard-to-access, cut-off, or isolated locations. This concerns 

the delivery of emergency medical supplies such as vaccines, medicines, first aid kits, or other perishable relief 

items that are most needed in the initial response period. Due to their sensitivity to external conditions and their 

crucial importance to save lives, these items need to be transported to hospitals and clinics immediately after a 

disaster strikes, which makes the time efficiency of relief operations extremely important and the deployment of 

drones for the distribution of these items particularly relevant.  

As opposed to the demand for food or other household relief items that are usually heavy and recurrent, 

medical supplies are characterized by their light weight and a small amount of cargo can satisfy the demand of 

thousands of people for a long period of time. The implementation of a slight variant of the VARA on a 

hypothetical case study characterized by the delivery of high-volume, low-value relief items with recurring 

demands such as food items and shelter kits gives an indication of the diminished value of drones in the delivery 

of high-volume recurring demands. Therefore, in the unfortunate event of a future disaster, we recommend WFA 

to deploy its drones along with trucks for the distribution of the aforementioned critical emergency medical 

supplies to hospitals, clinics, medical centers or other locations requesting relief aid.  
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1 Introduction 

The research presented in this report aims to obtain scientific insights for the operational logistics 

decisions related to the use of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), aka drones, in humanitarian missions in the 

aftermath of a major human-made or natural disaster. These decisions include vehicle allocation and routing 

decisions for multiple modes of transportation including flying routes to certain locations where humanitarian 

organizations are requesting relief goods such as first aid supplies, emergency medical supplies, food items and 

etc. We use the case of the 2010 Haiti Earthquake to illustrate the challenges in humanitarian logistics and 

implement our proposed solution. To model our case and demonstrate the performance of our proposed solution, 

we make use of an existing simulation framework designed by (Steenbergen & Mes, 2020), further referred to 

as SimFramework2020, which will be discussed in Section 5.1. We begin this introductory chapter by discussing 

the primary motivation for our study which is the development of UAVs specifically designed for humanitarian 

logistics by Wings For Aid. In Section 1.2, we present a rough summary what happened during the 2010 Haiti 

earthquake. Section 1.3 presents a general description of the problem we aim to solve in our study. We then 

define the research aim and objectives in Section 1.4. Section 1.5 and 1.6 outline the research scope and the 

research questions respectively. 

1.1 Wings For Aid UAVs 

Wings For Aid (also referred to as WFA) is a Dutch foundation that develops UAVs for deployment in 

humanitarian cargo logistics. WFA designs the remotely piloted MiniFreighter 8/500FW, capable of carrying 8 

boxes within a range of 500 km, 250 km back and forth. These UAVs can be operated in squads of 2-5 aircraft 

and can distribute tons of cargo each day. Thus, it can provide thousands of people with shelter, food, and other 

essential supplies. An important feature of the drones specifically designed for humanitarian operations is their 

ability to carry cargo boxes that can be dropped from 50-500 meters and land in an upright position without a 

parachute. They are capable of dropping self-landing delivery boxes one by one, with pinpoint accuracy (within 

an area of 25 by 25 meters). Made out of biodegradable cardboard, the box can be mass-produced like any 

ordinary cardboard box. Each box can safely deliver a 20-kg/70-liter payload of food, water, or any other life-

saving commodities.  
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Figure 1.1 A MiniFreighter SN001 (Wings For Aid Coalition, 2021) 

WFA currently has two fixed-wing aircraft models, MiniFreighter MFX01 and MiniFreighter SN001. The 

MiniFreighter 6/500FW MFX01 is an optionally piloted vehicle (OPV) designed to initiate operations from 

Forward Operating Bases towards drop Zones and drop-deliver the first 6 self-landing carton delivery boxes with 

Drop-Zone equipment. The latest model introduced in 2021, the MiniFreighter SN001, shown in Figure 1.1, is a 

remotely piloted aircraft designed to operate from a Forward Operating Base to drop-deliver 8 self-landing carton 

delivery boxes with max 20kg content each.  

1.2 Case Overview 

On Tuesday, January 12, 2010, at 22:12:05 UTC, Haiti was hit by an earthquake of magnitude 7.0 

centered about 50 miles southwest of Port-au Prince. Within minutes of the quake, some 70% of the buildings 

in Port-au prince were destroyed, and thousands of residents were trapped in the wreckage (Hanningfeld, 2013). 

According to reports by the International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC), the quake 

resulted in the deaths of approximately 230,000 persons, 300,000 injured survivors, and left 1.5 million 

homeless. It has been apparent that the devastation caused by the earthquake was exacerbated by the already 

extremely poor living conditions in the country where 80% of the population lived below poverty.  

This powerful earthquake had destroyed the country including poorly constructed dwellings, as well as better-

constructed residential structures, hospitals, banks, and government buildings, numbering hundreds of thousands 

in total. The capital Port-au-Prince was the city that sustained the most damage, added to the fact that it was 

densely populated with 2 million residents. Although the depth of the quake was shallow, 10 kilometers 
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underground, it produced severe shaking for more than half a minute, which was felt all the way to Cuba. 

According to IOM (International Organization of Migration), 1,100,000 were displaced from their homes, an 

estimated 692,000 of whom were living in 591 makeshift camps and settlements which had sprung up across 

Port-au-Prince. 

In the aftermath of the disaster, several individual organizations and nations all around the world coordinated 

their efforts to respond as soon as possible to immediate needs (search and rescue, medical services and supplies, 

clean water and sanitation, emergency shelter, food, logistics, and telecommunications). As part of these efforts, 

an emergency response unit (ERU) from the Swiss Red Cross was established in Port-au-Prince, and a similar 

ERU from the British Red Cross was put in place in Santo Domingo operating alongside the Dominican Red 

Cross. A large number of other external humanitarian relief agencies including the Spanish Red Cross, the British 

Red Cross funded by the Department for International Development (DFID), the Canadian and American Red 

Cross Societies, and the German Red Cross had taken part in providing relief items such as shelter kits, tarpaulins, 

blankets, ropes, tents, hygiene kits, kitchen kits, etc. 

1.3 Problem Statement 

In the aftermath of the Haiti earthquake, the primary relief operations focused on setting up an efficient 

logistics unit and identifying the best supply chain to support the receipt of relief goods sent by air and sea, and 

arranging transportation to distribution points. This supply chain extends from the arrival of relief items and 

ERUs, including clearance, storage, and forwarding, to distribution. The relief distribution involves the location 

of the distribution hubs as well as vehicle routing and scheduling problems. In this research, we study the problem 

of integrating UAVs in optimizing transportation of humanitarian aid between regional or national humanitarian 

logistics hubs and local points of distribution that were used following the Haiti disaster. This will be achieved 

by incorporating vehicle routing algorithms to optimize assignment and routing decisions involving 

heterogeneous fleets. 

The classical vehicle routing problem (VRP) minimizes total transportation costs, however in humanitarian 

relief, one is primarily concerned with whether the routes can deliver the aid quickly, which makes factors like 

response times, equity, and efficacy important (Michael Huanga, 2011). The VRP in humanitarian operations is 

commonly addressed as the delivery problem in multiple parts of the supply chain, which includes the delivery 

to the victims, delivery to the emergency shelters and medical centers, as well as delivery to distribution points 

that are strategically placed near the disaster area (Wadi Khalid Anuar, 2021). Provided a set of demand locations 

where the affected population is seeking humanitarian aid, we investigate how relief goods can be effectively 

transported between logistics hubs and distributed to affected areas using an intermodal transportation network 
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that includes land and air transport with a special emphasis on the inclusion of UAVs. The performance of the 

operation will be analyzed based on different performance indicators. 

1.4 Research Aim and Objectives 

The main aim of this project is to get a better understanding of the possible role, feasibility, and benefit of UAVs 

within last mile humanitarian logistics applied to the Haiti disaster case. 

To meet these aims, the following key objectives are identified: 

• Design and implement good performing routing algorithms for logistics decisions involving trucks and 

UAVs to facilitate transportation and distribution of humanitarian aid. 

• Extract characteristic scenarios from the Haiti case - such as what vehicle types to integrate into which 

scenario - to help us generate new insights that could be useful for future disaster management decisions. 

• Investigate in which situations, in what ways, and to what degree UAVs can contribute to humanitarian 

logistics. 

The research is performed in close collaboration with WFA. To evaluate the performance of UAVs and validate 

the designed methodologies, the case of the 2010 Haiti Earthquake will be implemented in SimFramework2020.  

1.5 Research Scope 

The point of focus of this project is the optimization of humanitarian logistics operations conducted as a 

result of the 2010 Haiti earthquake with special attention to the application of WFA UAVs and their contribution 

to improving logistics operations in humanitarian missions. Vehicle allocation and routing algorithms will be 

proposed to consider important trade-offs between various disaster considerations such as infrastructure, disaster 

impact, the locations of affected people, and the characteristics of the vehicles (e.g., payload, speed, and costs).  

The city of Port-au-Prince, which was the center of the earthquake and sustained the most detrimental damage, 

will be the geographical focus of the study. The emphasis will be on the distribution of critical items that are 

most appropriate for delivery by drones in the immediate aftermath of the earthquake or the response phase, 

which will be the center of interest in this paper. The response phase of the disaster is identified to be the period 

between 13 January – 11 February (the first four weeks after the disaster). The humanitarian operations in this 

stage are guided by the strategic aim to save lives, protect livelihoods, and prepare for the recovery phase. This 

period has been determined by considering several factors such as the time when emergency relief distribution 

had been stabilized and incoming flights to Haiti started decreasing, the restart of commercial flights and custom 

services, and the period where logistics teams carried out the necessary preparations for the recovery phase, 

which continues beyond the response phase. 
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Natural disasters are accompanied by large uncertainty regarding the impact of the disaster, the size of the 

affected population, and the number of relief goods required (F. Liberatore, 2013). To ease the implementation 

of the proposed methods and avoid unnecessary complexity, we exclude supply uncertainty and approximate the 

total amount of relief goods available by the total demand of relief requesting sites. 

1.6  Research Questions  

Getting different actors to work together in humanitarian logistics by sharing processes and distribution 

channels demands a vision that goes beyond mere logistics (moving goods from point A to point B); rather it 

requires a supply chain management approach to effectively coordinate performance, eliminate redundancies, 

and maximize efficiencies in terms of costs and speed (Rolando M. Tomasini, 2009). To achieve this, a 

systematic literature review of humanitarian logistics by (Adriana Leiras, 2014) emphasizes the need for closer 

relationships between academia and humanitarian organizations to generate greater applied research at the 

tactical and the operational decision levels, where a thorough knowledge of real-world problems is needed. 

Existing theoretical approaches for optimization methods in humanitarian operations rarely account for the real 

situation of the event, which often includes the disruption of critical facilities, such as the transportation network 

consisting of the roads and highways (Wadi Khalid Anuar, 2021). In this research, we analyze and model the 

data gathered from the 2010 Haiti Earthquake and implement our proposed solution through simulation 

optimization, which allows us to reflect the disaster scenario more accurately. Even though this would result in 

a heuristic approach and not an exact approach, it does allow for the evaluation of vehicle routing algorithms 

and heuristics with the introduction of UAVs in the logistics relief operations.  

To achieve this goal, the main research question is:  

In what ways and to what extent would the use of UAVs have been beneficial to deliver aid effectively in 

the humanitarian mission of the Haiti earthquake? 

Currently, relief operations to locations where aid workers from humanitarian organizations are requesting relief 

goods are conducted using, among other means, trucks, cargo ships, cargo planes, and helicopters. 

SimFramework2020 uses a sequential nearest neighbor heuristic for routing decisions involving individual 

vehicle types (trucks or UAVs), while the logistics operations between a combination of multiple vehicle types 

are coordinated based on a comparison of costs for delivery between trucks and UAVs. For this research, we 

reinforce the simulation framework with advanced routing algorithms and heuristics to optimize decision-

making. To support the process of answering the main research question, five questions have been formulated 

and are discussed one by one. 
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Research Question 1: How was the transportation and distribution of relief goods carried out in the 

response phase of the Haiti earthquake and what specific logistical challenges were observed to which UAVs 

can provide a potential solution? 

To evaluate the role of UAVs in the humanitarian mission of the Haiti earthquake, a comprehensive 

understanding of the case from a logistical perspective is required to have an idea of how we should approach 

the specific disaster case. This includes examining the operations carried out previously, analyzing the data from 

multiple information sources, evaluating the degree of infrastructural damage, and exploring logistical challenges 

encountered. In light of the case analysis, the possible contribution of UAVs is outlined. Research question 1 

will be addressed in Chapter 2. 

Research Question 2: What methods, models, and knowledge are available in the literature that can be 

useful in emergency relief distribution? 

Research question 2 constitutes the theoretical framework of the research. An extensive literature review is 

conducted to understand existing theories and different solution approaches applied for disaster relief distribution 

problems. Within this question, three sub-questions are identified: 

Research Sub Question 2.1: In which situations, in what ways, and to what degree have UAVs been 

used or are expected to be beneficial in disaster management or related areas? 

This question investigates the role of UAVs in disaster management. Previous experiences with the use of UAVs 

in humanitarian aid distribution or related areas are investigated. In case of inadequate practical experience, 

theoretical studies on the subject are explored.  

Research Sub Question 2.2: What vehicle routing optimization algorithms and heuristics for 

heterogeneous fleets are discussed in the literature?  

The second sub-question deals with VRP applied to the last mile distribution of relief goods after humanitarian 

disasters. It conducts an extensive literature review of different problems and solution approaches for optimizing 

vehicle routing decisions involving a heterogeneous fleet of vehicles post-natural/ human-made disasters.  

Research Sub Question 2.3: What vehicle routing optimization algorithms and/or allocation heuristics 

are discussed in the literature for UAV-based last-mile humanitarian logistics? 

In the third and final subsection, a more specific look at solution approaches for optimizing vehicle routing 

decisions using UAVs in disaster management is carried out and a comparison is made with the findings from 

research sub-question 2.2. Current approaches in building effective combined aid distribution methods under 

optimal assignment of vehicles to delivery locations are reviewed. 

Research question 2 is discussed in Chapter 3. 
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Research Question 3: How should a vehicle routing algorithm be designed for optimizing planning and 

routing decisions involving heterogeneous fleets in the Haiti disaster operations? 

The third research question is concerning the design of a vehicle assignment and routing algorithm to optimize 

the distribution of humanitarian aid after a humanitarian disaster. Based on the findings from the case analysis 

and literature reviews carried out in Chapter 2 and 3 respectively, an appropriate algorithm is developed. The 

solution design will be presented in Chapter 4. 

Research Question 4: How can the disaster scenario in the city of Port-au-Prince effectively be modeled 

using SimFramework2020? 

The fourth research question is where the generic SimFramework2020 is tailored to model the Haiti case. To 

answer this research question, the primary data required consists of geographical information, data about the 

population and demand for relief goods, and information about the supply chain network including the different 

modes of transportation operated. Information such as satellite or UAV imagery from a disaster, height maps, 

general road networks, delivery routes, and damage assessments are to be obtained from United Nations 

Stabilization Mission in Haiti, Map Action, the European Commission, the French space agency, and several 

other international organizations. Research question 4 will be addressed in Chapter 5. 

Research Question 5: What are the results of implementing the proposed algorithm in humanitarian 

relief operations of the Haiti case, what is our interpretation of these results using relevant KPIs, what new 

knowledge is gained regarding the added value of UAVs for humanitarian logistics and how are the proposed 

solutions affected by changes in disaster characteristics and KPIs?? 

In the closing chapter, we observe the results of various simulation experiments using different experimental 

settings to explore typical scenarios from the Haiti case and help us generate new insights that could be useful 

for future disaster management decisions. Research question 5 is answered in Chapter 6. 
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2 Context Analysis 

This chapter presents a comprehensive analysis of the disaster operations following the Haiti Earthquake with a 

focus on the response phase. We begin this chapter by discussing the development of logistics activities in the 

first four weeks after the Haiti earthquake which is presented in Section 2.1. We then identify the major 

humanitarian operations and challenges observed during the response phase in Section 2.2. A summary of the 

chapter is presented in Section 2.3 

2.1 Disaster Chronology 

Throughout this research, we use the data gathered from Operations Update Reports released by the IFRC after 

the Haiti earthquake to analyze the disaster response operations. In light of these reports, the disaster chronology 

is presented with an emphasis on logistics activities during the response period. This period is represented by the 

first four weeks after the disaster, which has been divided into five phases based on the level of logistic 

developments and the relative impact of events on planning. 

2.1.1 Immediate Aftermath 

In the first week following the disaster that took place on 12 Jan 2010, critical city infrastructure such as 

electricity, water, and phone services were cut or interrupted. The Port-au-Prince airport, although damaged, was 

operational for humanitarian and military flights. Road access to Port-au-Prince overland from the Dominican 

Republic was also confirmed on 13 Jan. Roads to the capital were partially blocked. Communications remained 

widely disrupted. The damage to infrastructure (roads, bridges, water systems, and electrical and 

communications systems) was expected to affect the speed and scale of the relief effort. 

Priority was given to the distribution of non-food items, with an initial focus on search and rescue, and immediate 

support to deliver life-saving assistance in the form of non-food relief items, shelter, emergency health, water, 

and sanitation.  

The nearest large airport, Las Americas International Airport (aka Santo Domingo Airport) in Santo Domingo, 

was already reported to be congested. The substantial number of operational agencies moving into the affected 

areas presented logistical and administrative challenges as well. 

By the end of the first week after the disaster, the disturbance of logistics operations due to infrastructural damage 

slowly improved, aid began flowing into Haiti more smoothly, and alternative routes were established by land 

from the Dominican Republic. The Port-au-Prince International Airport, is operated by the U.S. military, was 

heavily congested. There was limited capacity for flights to land as the airport only has one landing strip and 

standing room for 18 planes at a time. Due to the congestion, many organizations had to re-route their flights 
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carrying humanitarian aid and personnel to Las Américas International Airport, the nearest large airport located 

in Santa Domingo in the Dominican Republic. This led to delays because of the added shipping time required to 

send the items by land to Port-au-Prince. The main port in Port-au-Prince had remained inoperable as the docks 

and loading cranes were damaged; arriving vessels were being redirected to the port in Cap-Haitian on the 

northern coast of Haiti.  

So far operation had focused on the timely provision of essential relief items, emergency shelter, and preventive 

and curative health care, as well as water and sanitation initiatives to reduce the spread of water-borne diseases. 

Providing shelter items for the approximately 380 makeshift camps was a top priority for the government and 

aid agencies.  

Jimani, a small town on the border between Haiti and the Dominican Republic, was used to transport supplies 

by a truck on a two-lane highway to Port-au-Prince. In addition, an American aircraft carrier was offshore 

ferrying water aboard helicopters, but progress was agonizingly slow. 

Security of relief transportation operations was a critical operational area, and protocols and procedures were 

being updated and reinforced accordingly. The lack of fuel had been a concern for humanitarian activities, as 

well as an increase in fuel prices. 

2.1.2 First Shelter/Relief Plan 

This phase describes the period between January 19 – 25, 2010, two weeks after the disaster. At this 

period, the International Organization for Migration (IOM) estimated that 200,000 families (up to one million 

people) needed immediate shelter and non-food assistance and that at least 500,000 people were living outdoors 

in some 500 improvised camps in Port-au-Prince. In an attempt to provide safe distribution of relief goods, a 

curfew was imposed at 18.00 hours that forbids all movement at night. 

The main port was expected to take some time to be fully operational again, however, Cap-Haitian, an alternative 

port in Port-au-Prince that sustained less damage than the main port, was repaired and reopened on 21 January 

to receive relief aid. The first sea shipments were being planned by the International Federation for the following 

week. The port in Jacmel on the southern coast, on the other hand, was operational for ships that had a draft of 

3 meters or less. But it only operated during daylight hours and ships had to carry their lifting equipment. 

Convoys were operating from Santo Domingo to Port-au-Prince twice a day (at 07.00 hours and 14.00 hours). 

The border closed at 17.00 hours.  

With these developments, the logistics situation had been slowly improving but showed some restrictions that 

required careful coordination and support. The Port-au-Prince airport was operating at 170% of its normal 
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capacity, and new landing protocols permitted only cargo flights with water, food, and emergency health and 

logistics to land.  

The main supply routes continued to be via air and by road from Santo Domingo. Las Americas International 

Airport was already congested by the enormous number of external agencies moving in to assist. As a result, 

securing flight slots for Port-au-Prince and Santo Domingo, and constant changes in flight schedules remain an 

issue. Security concerns relative to ground transportation also continued to affect logistics, as well as the severe 

damage sustained by the majority of roads in the capital city. 

Internal logistics teams had faced two complicating factors for the logistics operation. First, the entire Logistics 

ERUs were focused on receiving aircraft, supporting the deployment of ERUs, and supporting the Red Cross 

elements in the camp. This caused a lack of sufficient personnel to conduct actual relief distribution operations 

to where aid was needed. Second, it was increasingly dangerous to work in warehouses given the number of 

people and physical capacity to house all the vehicles.  

By the end of the second week, 43 International Federation and National Society flights had landed in Santo 

Domingo and Haiti.  

2.1.3 Intensified Logistics Challenges 

This phase describes the logistics situation in the period between January 26 – 28, 2010. Despite its 

damaged infrastructure, the Port-au-Prince airport continued to operate. While 150 planes were landing daily, 

there was a backlog of 1,000 planes waiting to get in. Although the assignment of flight slots had improved, 

there had been cases where some flights have been unnecessarily re-routed due to miscommunication. The Santo 

Domingo airport, the current entry point for the vast majority of the IFRC Movement humanitarian resources 

(material and human), also was working above capacity level. Added to the aforementioned logistics challenges, 

the demand for land transportation to Haiti was more than the current supply as a result of congested and damaged 

roads.  

By the 26th of January 2010, the southern pier of the main Port-au-Prince port became operational, but boats that 

can use this port must have specific characteristics (maximum draft size, incorporated crane, or roll on- roll off 

capacities). The route via Rio Haina in the Dominican Republic is assessed to be the best entry point option for 

sea shipment. 

As of the 27th of January, the IOM and Cluster partners located 591 improvised settlements with approximately 

692,000 displaced people in the Port-au-Prince region. In total, 56 International Federation/National Society 

flights landed in Santo Domingo and Haiti.  
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2.1.4 Congested Pipelines 

This phase describes the logistic situation in the period between 29 January – 8 February 2010. While 

the Port-au-Prince port was still undergoing reconstruction, the International Federation was looking into the 

possibility of including the operation of a RO/RO vessel. The US Military, on the other hand, had been offloading 

container vessels using landing craft. Some of the vessels due to arrive in Port-au-Prince had to be diverted to 

Santo Domingo or Barahona, located about 13 km to the west of Santo Domingo or Puerto Plata, located on 

Dominican Republic’s Atlantic north coast, to avoid further congestion at one location.  

Access by road from the Dominican Republic was backlogged and the authorities had established a new curfew 

at 17:00 for fear of attacks on aid convoys. Moreover, as of 2 February 2010, over 150 trucks, 4350 m3 (1,800 

MT) of cargo had been received and handled, and over 98 trucks 2450 m3 (980 MT) of goods had been 

distributed. A total of 24 vehicles were operational and available for use by the International Federation team in 

the field. An additional 26 local rented trucks of varying load capacity were part of the daily heavy fleet pool. 

The assignment of flight slots had continued to be complicated in Port-au-Prince. As of 6 February 2010, 76 

flights (43 flights to Haiti) had been received and handled between Santo Domingo and Haiti. Fourteen flights 

with relief items and vehicles had been sent from Panama. Access to the airport cargo yard in Port-au-Prince was 

limited; only US vehicles had ramp access.  

As of 3 February 2010, the only challenge then was related to the need to establish a combined distribution 

strategy with the relief and shelter programs to avoid items being held up in the pipeline. 

2.1.5 Revised Relief Plan 

This last phase illustrates the logistical situation in the last 3 days of the first month after the disaster. As 

of 11 February, the pace of relief distributions had stepped up to reach over 2,500 people per day and the number 

of targeted households had increased to 80,000 as per the revised relief plan. Over 53,132 households (265,660 

people) had received food and/or non-food items.  

One month into the operation, 88 flights had been received and handled between Santo Domingo and Port-au-

Prince, and the objective of providing 300,000 people with 1,250,000 liters of safe drinking water each day had 

been surpassed. However, distributions were at times challenged by the difficulties associated with trucks being 

unable to navigate the small and steep roads. 

International shipping into the Dominican Republic was carried out using the port at Caucedo, some 25 

kilometers from the city of Santo Domingo since the Port-au-Prince port was still under repair. On the other 

hand, incoming flights to Haiti were decreasing with most air cargo arriving in Santo Domingo on commercial 
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aircraft, which in turn facilitated more flight slots. Details of logistics and cargo delivery statistics in the four 

weeks following the Haiti earthquake are set out in the Table 1.1. 

 

Table 1.1 Relief logistics statistics of RCRC societies as of 11 February 2010 (IFRC, 2010) 

Data obtained from United Nations logistics cluster operational information illustrates that as of 17 February, 

there were 14 locations throughout Haiti and the Dominican Republic through which passengers and cargo had 

been transported. These locations are shown in Figure 1.2. 

 

Figure 1.2 Air Network used by UN humanitarian service (UNCS Logistics Cluster, 2010) 

During the same period, non-food items were transported from Santo Domingo to Haiti on the ground using two 

major road networks: one via the Santo Domingo-Barahona-Jimani-Malpasse-Port-au-Prince route and another 

through the city of Elias Pina with heavy trucks. Internal cargo  
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Figure 1.3 Road Network used by UN humanitarian service (UNCS Logistics Cluster, 2010) 

transportation in Haiti was conducted via multiple routes connecting major ports, airports, and base camps. A 

detailed overview of the road network is obtained from the United Nations Office for the Coordination of 

Humanitarian Affairs (OCHA) logistics report and is presented in Figure 1.3.  

In addition to road and air transportation, seaports played a key role in importing large cargo shipments to Haiti 

from international donors. OCHA reported that, as of 17 February, 926 mt of humanitarian relief items were 

moved out of the ports of Petit-Goave, Jacmel, Gonaives and  

 

Figure 1.4 Seaports used by UN humanitarian service (UNCS Logistics Cluster, 2010) 
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Cap-Haitian by the World Food Programme (WFP) and Handicap International / Atlas Logistique on behalf of 

the Logistics Cluster for the humanitarian community. Figure 1.4 shows the major ports in Haiti and the 

neighboring Dominican Republic used for relief acquisition. 

2.2 Humanitarian Operations and Challenges 

The Haiti earthquake humanitarian operation was carried out with a relief/shelter plan of action to assist 

an initial 60,000 families (300,000 people), prioritizing the distribution of non-food items identified as eleven 

non-food items under the Family Kit package. After two weeks of emergency relief operations, the appeal was 

further upgraded to cover 80,000 beneficiary families. To run the distribution of these items, the Haitian 

government had set up nine zones namely, Petionville and Kenscoff, Carrefour, Gressier, Tabarre, Cabaret, and 

Croix de Bouquets, Delmar, Jacmel, Port-au-Prince Municipality, and lastly the joint region of Petit Goave, 

Grand Goave and Leogane.  

Several humanitarian organizations took part in logistics support, with the Swiss, British, and Spanish national 

red cross societies taking a leading role in deploying logistics ERUs operating in Port-au-Prince and Santo 

Domingo. Regional Logistics Units in Panama were also utilized to support relief operations. The main regional 

or national humanitarian logistics hubs and local points of distribution used to transport and distribute 

humanitarian aid to affected areas are listed below: 

1. The partially operational Port-au-Prince international airport was used as a distribution hub. 

2. The seaport of Port-au-Prince became partially operational by 19 January.  

3. Santo Domingo acted as a staging point for air operations. ERUs and/or goods arriving are cleared and 

stored until they are dispatched either by road or air.  

4. Barahona port in the Dominican Republic was used as a secondary port of entry by air and sea. 

5. The border town of Jimani was used as a transit hub and emergency distribution point. 

6. There were 500 or more improvised camps for internally displaced people (IDPs) established in Port-au-

Prince.  

7. A warehouse was also established in Port-au-Prince in the base camp compound to receive goods for 

distribution. The Base Camp itself can also be used as a warehouse.  

8. Cap-Haitian port, an alternative port that sustained less damage than the main port has been repaired and 

reopened on 21 January to receive relief aid in the form of containerized cargo.  

9. A 5000 square meter international Federation warehouse in Port-au-Prince located in Barbancourt has 

been made available by 26 January.  

10. Some warehousing space was made operational in the Dominican Republic operational by 26 January.  
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Figure 1.5, taken from WFP Logistics Cluster, General Logistics Map, illustrates the humanitarian logistics 

situations and their locations as of 15 January 2010, just three days after the Haiti disaster. 

 

 

Figure 1.5 The major humanitarian logistics situations and their locations (Global Logistics Cluster, 2010) 

The main logistics hub during the disaster operations was the Port-au-Prince international airport (see Figure 

1.5). However, in the first 4 weeks of the response phase of the disaster, the airport was heavily congested to the 

point where it was operating beyond its capacity. This congestion caused many flights to be rerouted to Santo 

Domingo in the neighboring Dominican Republic and transport performed by land. The logistic operations 

performed by land caused delays due to added shipping times. This, in turn, resulted in increasing frustration 

among the population, and reports of violence were prevalent in the capital city and its surrounding. 
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Due to the damage caused by the earthquake, the main port in Port-au-Prince was inoperable (thus inaccessible) 

throughout the response period of four weeks (although it had been repaired to partially operate in the last week). 

Thus, flights were the major modes for relief logistics. All vessels heading to the port were redirected to the port 

in Cap-Haitian, a seaport in Cap-Haitian, Haiti's second-largest city, 185 km away from Porta-au-Prince. The 

following list summarizes the logistical challenges and bottlenecks observed during the relief distribution: 

1. The damages to the airport limiting its operational capacity 

2. Inoperable harbor facilities due to a severely damaged port 

3. The congestion of the one-runway Porta-au-Prince airport with all the aid coming in 

4. The congestion of the nearest large airport located at Santa Domingo in the Dominican Republic  

5. Security concerns in ground transportation made it necessary to have security escorts (troops) to deliver 

relief goods 

6. Severe damage sustained by most roads and bridges in the capital city, where some are at continued risk 

of landslides  

7. Functional road routes are debris-strewn or are congested with relief supplies and people trying to leave 

Haiti 

8. Frequent shortage of fuel that hindered the transport of relief supplies 

9. Poor communication 

10. Lack of support for distributions including lack of helicopters, trucks, cars, and facilities for humanitarian 

operations 

11. Insufficient number of base camps and shortage of distribution warehouses to accommodate the relief 

needs along with constraints in office space and limited storage capacity 
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Figure 1.6 Humanitarian operational challenges in the Haiti Earthquake (OCHA Situation Report 7, 2010) 

12. Challenging infrastructure available to manage the flow of goods to the most affected people in Haiti 

13. The dispersion of the affected population in hundreds of sites around Port-au-Prince, required further 

effort to reach surrounding cities 

14. Lack of coordination due to overwhelming response with some shipments bringing goods that are not in 

the UN Humanitarian Appeal 

A visual association of some of the aforementioned challenges and bottlenecks with the location where they were 

observed is presented in Figure 1.6. 
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2.3 Conclusion 

Our analysis of the disaster conditions in the response period of the Haiti earthquake unveils several 

possibilities where WFA UAVs can be particularly beneficial. UAVs are not limited by damages to the 

infrastructure, and since there is not a human pilot on board, they can offer a flexible and less expensive 

alternative and might be a safer option considering security problems in disaster areas, which was a grave issue 

in the Haiti case. As mentioned in Section 1.1, in the response phase of the disaster, the airport in Port-au-Prince 

was heavily congested, which caused many flights to be rerouted to Santo Domingo in the neighboring 

Dominican Republic, from which relief aid was transported to the Haiti capital. The driving distance from Porta-

au-Prince to Santo Domingo is 314 km and takes at least 8 hours. However, the flight distance between the two 

cities is 243 km and takes around 2 hours. Thus, UAVs can be used to transport relief goods much faster from 

Santo Domingo, where many flights are redirected, to the city of Porta-au-Prince where aid is desperately needed. 

This can be achieved efficiently since WFA UAVs do not have landing requirements for delivery and can be 

mobilized to any location within the drop zone. Eventually, the growing tension among the vulnerable to receive 

food, water and shelter could be avoided through a more reliable and consistent delivery system provided by 

WFA UAVs. Furthermore, given the fact that UAVs are significantly smaller in size, require shorter runways, 

and are more portable than cargo planes, they can be an efficient alternative to ease congestion caused by 

conventional aircraft at Port-au-Prince international airport. 

A WFA aerial system requires UAVs and a forward operating base including a runway for take-off and landing. 

The construction of these facilities requires much less infrastructure than needed for commercial (manned) 

aircraft and can be performed using existing infrastructure reachable by road. Easily accessible items such as sea 

containers can be utilized to perform speedy low-cost construction of the operating base. Likewise, the runway 

requirements of MiniFreighter for take-off are much less demanding than ordinary planes. WFA drones can take-

off and land on grass or graded gravel with a length and width of 600m and 15m respectively. These minimal 

facility requirements become especially advantageous in disaster areas, which are characterized by damaged 

infrastructure and scarce resources. The Haiti case is no exception where almost 80% of the city of Port-au-

Prince is destroyed as a result of the earthquake, which made the seaport completely inoperable. Quite possibly 

a UAV forward operating base could be constructed close to the port for intake of goods as well as 

aircraft/dispatch and control. This can alleviate the workload of the Porta-au-Prince airport and make use of the 

benefits of seaports in bringing a large number of shipments at a time. The base could serve as a distribution hub 

for drones, and this will significantly decrease the lead times for logistics operations from the port to the capital 

city, which sustained the worst damage from the earthquake. Travel times from Porta-au-Prince to the seaport in 
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Cap-Haitian by truck were estimated to be one day. Cruising at a speed of 125 km per hour (could reach 141 km 

per hour for MiniFreighter SN001), UAVs can reduce the delivery time to 1.5 hours and subsequently support 

multiple deliveries per day, which will eventually improve the responsiveness of the humanitarian goods delivery 

system. 
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3 Literature Review  

This chapter presents existing research, theory, and evidence on the application of UAVs in disaster management, 

vehicle routing problems involving heterogeneous fleet, and how UAVs can be utilized in the context of last-

mile humanitarian logistics. We start by investigating the current literature on the deployment of UAVs in 

humanitarian cargo logistics or other related fields (Section 3.1). We then move on to discussing algorithms used 

for optimizing routing decisions using multimodal transportation networks in various problem settings (Section 

3.2). In Section 3.3, we combine these the two discussions and investigate existing research on how we can 

implement route optimization heuristics in a UAV-based last-mile humanitarian logistics problem. We conclude 

the chapter by summarizing our findings in Section 3.4. 

3.1 UAVs in Disaster Management 

UNDRR, the United Nations Office for Disaster Risk Reduction, defines disaster management as the 

organization, planning, and application of measures preparing for, responding to, and recovering from disasters 

(UNDRR, 2020-2022). These measures could range from anticipating and reducing the impact of a humanitarian 

emergency to conducting rescue missions, relief distributions, and rebuilding damaged infrastructure. These 

tasks could be quite challenging to carry out and coordinate given the enormous number of uncertainties and 

overwhelming demand for humanitarian aid surrounding a post-disaster crisis. As such, quite some research has 

been conducted to integrate the latest advancements in technology, such as UAVs, into humanitarian logistics 

and emergency management to boost disaster resilience and maximize the efficiency of disaster prediction, 

assessment, and response operations. However, their implementation has been met with some doubts, mainly 

because of legal, ethical, safety, and privacy issues (Fikar et al., 2016). 

A 2015 report by the American Red Cross society describes aerial drones as one of the most promising and 

powerful new technologies to improve disaster response and relief operations thanks to their ability to conduct 

relief operations safer, faster, and more efficiently than regular modes of disaster management (American Red 

Cross, 2015). Drones have demonstrated promising performance in humanitarian contexts when utilized to 

support damage assessments, mapping, as well as search and rescue operations. However, the deployment of 

UAVs in humanitarian cargo logistics is still a novelty and real-time knowledge of the use of drones for cargo 

delivery is insufficient. Yet a few cargo drone prototypes have been experimented with by big tech companies 

like Airbus Group and Amazon. The Airbus Group ZELATOR-28 cargo drone introduced in 2016, for example, 

could deliver an 11-pound (5-kilogram) payload to destinations within at least 37 miles (60 kilometers), and a 7-

pound (3-kilogram) payload to 62 miles (100 kilometers) traveling with a cruising speed of at least 50 mph 

(Boyle, 2016). Likewise, Otherlab, a San Francisco-based robotics company introduced quite a peculiar kind of 
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aerial platform known as the APSARA drone, also informally called the Ikea of drones. This single-use drone 

made of cardboard was designed to disintegrate over time once it arrives at its destination and is meant for 

deployment by the hundreds or thousands to deliver relief aid in case of a humanitarian disaster (Samson, 2017).  

A recent study from the University of Malaya states that in the critical post-natural disaster timing, the efficiency 

of UAV robots depends on advanced computer systems (artificial intelligence), large antenna coverage, 

sophisticated GPS systems, and better mapping systems (Ruiz Estrada, 2019). This research introduced an 

indicator scale (Ψ) for evaluating the technical performance of aerial vehicles in case of natural disasters by 

using nine major factors, namely, Drone design (light/ heavy), battery power, propeller design, pilot’s 

experience, drone ports locations, GPS systems, ESC systems, engine size, and camera system. Using these 

metrics, the resulting performance for WFA drones is estimated to be Ψ = 0,82 where Ψ ∈ [0,1], which is a high-

performance score. The Airbus Group ZELATOR-28 obtains a score of 0.95, whereas the APSARA Glider 

Drone has Ψ = 0.75 and Incredible Heavy Lift Quadcopter Ψ = 0.65. 

Perhaps an important platform that is actively demonstrating the humanitarian applications of autonomous drone 

delivery technologies is Matternet. Matternet is an end-to-end technology platform for autonomous aerial 

delivery that provides an integrated service mainly focused on on-demand medical deliveries (Matternet, 2022). 

This solution combines a drone, a base station, and a cloud platform that receives customer requests, generates 

routes, monitors, commands, and controls all operating assets. The company has collaborated with organizations 

such as MSF and UNICEF to conduct humanitarian and developmental cargo drone pilot projects through field 

testing in Dominican Republic, Bhutan, Malawi, and Papua New Guinea (CartONG & FSD, 2016). These tests 

were mainly aimed at assessing the feasibility of using UAVs for healthcare applications; collecting test samples, 

blood delivery to remote locations, and connecting hospitals with small healthcare units. The results of the cost 

analysis comparing UAVs and motorbikes to transport the samples in one of the case studies in Malawi 

demonstrated the potential to cut turnaround times remarkably at higher transportation costs for the cargo UAVs 

(CartONG & FSD, 2016).  

We have come to understand that the majority of the research on the use of UAVs in disaster management 

currently available investigates utilizing UAVs and wireless sensor network (WSN) technologies to facilitate 

information sharing, communication, and damage assessment activities. A sizable portion of the research also 

deals with the application of drones equipped with optical sensors in search and rescue (SAR) missions where 

difficult terrain and large search areas necessitate a method that ensures efficiency in terms of speed, coverage, 

and flexibility. (Erdelj & Natalizio, 2016) discusses the promising developments in the current applications of 

UAVs in disaster management including in areas of gathering information regarding movements of the affected 

population during disasters, re-establishing destroyed communication networks, and supporting search and 
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rescue missions. However, due to the limited flying time of most UAVs, the paper emphasizes the need to support 

UAV scouting operations with external inputs to make sure that they are guided towards locations with a high 

density of survivors. This is also related to the fact that most drones that are currently available are battery-

powered, which means that they could have significant downtime due to recharging. As a result, advanced 

optimization formulations are required to decide their alternating operational and charging durations (Erdelj et 

al., 2017). Thanks to their gas-powered engines, WFA drones can travel longer distances and carry heavier loads 

than conventional drones. A WFA UAV transporting relief goods can achieve a speed of up to 141 km per hour 

and a total range of 500 km. With that speed, these drones can run for more than 3.5 hours on operation carrying 

a payload of up to 160 kg, and can cover a much wider area within a short period, unlike the majority of existing 

cargo drones having 20 – 30 mins of flight time and a maximum payload capacity of 2.5 kgs. Provided their 

enormous technological superiority, WFA UAVs have the potential to avoid the need for highly optimized UAV 

missions by eliminating the demand for reinforcements by external networks to guide their operation. 

It has to be noted that the technical advantage of deploying drones in the humanitarian setting is unjustified in 

cases where other transportation modes such as trucks, helicopters, or aircraft offer a comparative advantage. An 

investigation of the use of drones in humanitarian crisis by (CartONG & FSD, 2016) explains that drones have 

an edge over helicopters at performing delivery at much greater frequency and in some cases at lower cost, 

whereas helicopters are superior when it comes to transporting heavier payloads. UAVs can also be more 

justifiable delivery methods than cars or trucks in the transportation of small quantities of vaccines or other small 

medical supplies to remote locations (OCHA, 2014). Planes, on the other hand, become the most reasonable 

alternative in the case of long-range, high speed, and heavy (thousands of kilograms) cargo delivery operations. 

For instance, the Antonov An-26 transport plane, a common humanitarian delivery aircraft, has a speed range 

from 273 to 336 miles per hour and can transport a payload of up to 5500 kg (Card et al., 2012).  

The suitability of drones for deployment in disaster scenarios could also depend on their specific design. 

Currently, available cargo drones are of three types: fixed-wing, rotor, and hybrid models, each having different 

specifications, capacities, and drop-off systems (Rabta et al., 2018). Fixed-wing drones are the most suitable in 

most disaster scenarios, but have limitations related to their take-off and landing requirements, whereas the 

hybrid-model drones are useful for delivering loads in difficult terrains, such as mountainous regions (Andersson, 

2021). Recall that WFA UAVs are fixed-wing drones, but they have minimal take-off pre-conditions and no 

landing requirements except when returning to their home base. As a result, they could be beneficial in a wide 

range of disaster scenarios where conventional fixed-wing drones are not favorable. 

The World Food Programme (WFP) states that to use drones for payload delivery, we must ensure long range, 

heavier capacity, and high dropping accuracy in case of airdrop; ideally, drones with a 100-500 km range and a 
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200-500 kg payload capacity are expected to add value in the context of humanitarian logistics (CartONG & 

FSD, 2016). Given their technical specifications illustrated in Section 1.2, WFA drones can meet these 

technological requirements.  

3.2 Heterogeneous Fleet Vehicle Routing 

An important theoretical concept of this research is concerned with the optimal allocation of vehicles to 

serve demand points as well as the design of optimal routes for each of the assigned vehicles. In broad terms, 

this problem is well-known in literature as the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) and is one of the most studied 

combinatorial optimization problems. However, the characteristics and solutions of the original VRP problem 

fail to incorporate many realistic constraints arising in real-life applications and several variants of the VRP have 

been studied to account for these restrictions. An important variant of the VRP is the heterogeneous vehicle 

routing problem (HVRP), which arises when the homogeneous fleet assumption is relaxed, and vehicles are 

characterized by different capacities and costs are available for distribution activities. The fleet size and mix 

problem (FSMVRP), first discussed by (Golden et al., 1984), is a further relaxation of the HVRP where the 

vehicle fleet is composed of an unlimited number of vehicles for each type. The objective of this problem is to 

minimize the sum of timed costs (arising from vehicle acquisition) and routing costs (associated with movements 

between the depot and the customer locations) while finding the optimal composition of the vehicle fleet as well 

as the optimal route to be followed by the chosen vehicles (Gheysens et al., 1984). A similar but even more 

realistic problem that has received some attention in the literature is the Site-Dependent VRP (SDVRP), in which 

there is a limited heterogeneous fleet available for the service, no vehicle fixed costs are considered, routing 

costs are vehicle-independent, and most importantly each demand point may include restrictions on the vehicle 

types that may visit it, thus incorporating compatibility relations between demand points and vehicle types 

(Baldacci et al., 2008). The problem of assigning vehicles to demand or delivery points is a key part of SDVRP 

problems since there is a compatibility relation between customers and vehicle types, which limits the set of 

vehicles that can serve a particular customer. Site-dependency constraints are common in real-life applications 

such as limits on vehicle length on narrow streets, limits on military or other territories with access control, and 

many other restrictions (Batsyn et al., 2021). In our case, under post-disaster humanitarian logistics, relief 

demand locations that are out of reach by truck (but possibly accessible via UAVs) due to roads being blocked 

or damaged by debris can be well represented in an SDVRP problem setting.  

Although different solution approaches have been proposed for the VRP, the more complex variants, 

such as FSMVRP and HVRP, have not been given much attention in the literature, mainly owing to their problem 

complexity. And there seems to be no exact algorithm developed for any of the aforementioned two VRP 
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variants. However, different solution approaches have been discussed in the literature for the VRP including 

mathematical programming for solving small- to medium size problems (about up to 75–100 customers) with 

relatively simple constraints and heuristics and metaheuristics for medium and large-size problems with more 

complex constraints (Caceres Cruz et al., 2014). We refer the interested readers to (Caceres Cruz et al., 2014) 

for a comprehensive survey of rich VRP variants incorporating real-life constraints, different problem 

combinations, and solution methodologies.  

Despite their intricate problem characteristics, some good heuristics and metaheuristics have been applied 

to find near-optimal solutions to FSMVRP and HVRP or even SDVRP and have yielded promising performance 

on different problem instances. One of the most studied approaches is the tabu search (TS) meta-heuristic. This 

is not merely a coincidence as the aforementioned three problem variants are particularly difficult to solve using 

local search techniques due to a natural tendency of the solution search process to move towards a local optimum 

with the wrong fleet mix (Gendreau et al., 1999). Because of the largely flexible nature of TS and it's ability to 

diversify the solution space through exploration, it can be quite successful in bypassing these barriers. The work 

by (Semet & Taillard, 1993) underscores the convenient flexibility of the TS by implementing a TS algorithm 

that generates a large family of routes and later constructs a set partitioning problem, from which the best routes 

are chosen. The proposed method has shown significant reductions in distribution costs on a real-life instance of 

the HVRP and is adaptable to consider other problem constraints such as pick-ups and deliveries, intermediate 

breaks, time windows for trucks, and multiple depots. Another implementation of the TS with several user-

controlled parameters for the FSMVRP was proposed by (Gendreau et al., 1999), where an insertion heuristic 

called GENIUS is applied within the adaptive memory search procedure (AMP) (Rochat Y & Taillard , 1995). 

Although this method performs well on instances with variable costs, it has limited impact on more constrained 

problem instances since it assumes unlimited fleet availability.  

A relatively different approach to dealing with the inconsistency of vehicle characteristics in an HVRP 

is to solve a series of homogeneous VRPs. For each type of vehicle, a homogeneous VRP is solved with an AMP, 

and the tours generated are modeled as a Boolean Linear Programme and solved using CPLEX to solve the 

HVRP (Taillard, 1999). This sequential approach uses a series of TS implementations and results in robust and 

efficient solutions, especially for problems with a large number of tours.  

In addition to TS, evolutionary meta-heuristics such as Genetic Algorithm (GA) can offer great flexibility 

because they incorporate several user-controlled parameters that can easily be adjusted depending on the problem 

set. Ochi et al., (1998) proposed a Petal Genetic Algorithm (PeGA), for an FSMVRP with common routing costs 

for all vehicle types, where GA and scatter search are combined with a petal decomposition criterion to build 
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chromosomes. The experiments showed the promising potential of the method to find better solutions than TS-

inspired approaches provided the user control parameters are optimized. 

One of the earliest heuristics designed for the FSMVRP is the adaptation of the Clarke and Wright Saving 

heuristics (Clarke & Wright, 1964), but modified by introducing a concept called Realistic Opportunity Savings 

(ROS) (Golden et al., 1984), which utilizes the unused capacity of vehicles as part of the fixed vehicle cost 

savings while combining tours. Another adaptation of the Saving heuristics for heterogeneous fleets is called the 

New Merge Heuristic (MER) (Prins, 2002). This algorithm begins by constructing a set of tours each serving 

one demand point only and then merges loads of two trips in subsequent iterations. An integral part of this 

algorithm is the procedure of reassignment every time a new merge happens, which helps to reassign big trucks 

from small loads to heavy loads (to where they are needed). The multi-trip version of MER demonstrated fast 

and efficient performance on a large-scale real HVRP case. However, a common drawback of the Savings 

algorithm is that once a demand point is assigned to a tour, it cannot be reassigned to another at a later time 

(Gheysens et al., 1984). This can have a detrimental impact on the solution since the early tour linking choices 

and decisions may not necessarily be cost-effective in the end. The ROS-y algorithm with route shape parameter 

(Golden et al., 1984) tries to circumvent this problem by producing a variety of different solutions and selecting 

the best ones as a final solution. 

The approaches we discussed so far apply to the HVRP and/ or the FSMVRP but do not consider other 

practical constraints and may not find even feasible solutions to highly constrained problems such as the SDVRP. 

The SDVRP is proven to be formulated as a combination of Vehicle Assignment Problem (VAP) and VRP. This 

division has led to the design of efficient solutions for the SDVRP based on Cluster-first-route-second 

approaches (Batsyn et al., 2021), where customers are partitioned into clusters such that all customers in each 

cluster can be served by the vehicle assigned to that cluster and then for every vehicle, a route of minimal cost 

covering all customers in the cluster is constructed. 

Amongst the three main variants of VRP we discussed so far, HVRP and SDVRP appear to be the most 

realistic representation of many real-life constraints including the Haiti post-disaster conditions, whereas 

FSMVRP is the most studied in the literature. FSMVRP also offers a better formulation when it comes to finding 

the fleet composition best suited to a particular problem setting since it assumes an unlimited number of vehicles. 

Furthermore, concerning problem complexity, FSMVRP is still relatively easy to approach since each tour is 

assigned to the cheapest vehicle type with sufficient capacity, whereas in the case of HVRP, re-assignment of 

vehicles to tours is required every time a feasibility check is performed, which requires more computation time 

and effort. However, (Taillard, 1999) argues that it could be comparatively easier to find an optimum assignment 

of tours in the HVRP since it is more constrained, and so the number of feasible solutions is reduced.   
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3.3 Last-Mile Humanitarian Logistics Using UAVs  

In Section 3.2, we discussed a variety of VRP modeling and solution approaches aimed at optimizing 

vehicle allocation and routing decisions involving a heterogeneous fleet of conventional vehicles.  However, 

these approaches are not sufficient for planning UAV deliveries and would lead to costly or infeasible routes due 

to their failure to take into account several considerations and constraints unique to UAV-based delivery systems. 

Some of these limitations of existing VRPs include the inability to perform multiple trips to the depot, which 

leads to solutions with excess drones, or lack of consideration for the effect of battery and payload weight on 

energy consumption, which leads to expensive or infeasible routes (Dorling et al., 2016). Limited flight range 

and time to refuel are also important considerations in the case of gas-powered drones such as WFA UAVs. 

Therefore, we dedicate this sub-section to discussing the latest research and developments in VRP literature 

specifically for delivery operations involving UAVs in the context of last-mile logistics. 

The majority of the current literature within the scope of last-mile UAV-based logistics studies the 

deployment of drones together with conventional delivery trucks for commercial logistics such as parcel 

delivery. Luo et al., 2021 divides these studies of routing problems involving drones into three categories based 

on the number of drones and trucks: single-drone and single-truck problems, multi-drone and single-truck 

problems, and multi-drone and multi-truck problems. An earlier discussion of such systems is the formulation 

of two optimal truck and UAV assignment problems: the flying sidekick traveling salesman problem (FSTSP) 

that deals with the optimal assignment of a UAV working together with a delivery truck, and the parallel drone 

scheduling traveling salesman problem (PDSTSP), where the distribution center (depot or DC) is located near 

demand points (Murray & Chu, 2015). The single-drone and the single-truck problem is studied extensively 

mainly as a synchronized movement of the truck and drone; the drones are carried by truck and can be launched 

from there to serve a single customer every time the truck stops at a customer location, and return to the truck at 

one of its subsequent delivery stops, refer to (Dayarian et al., 2022) (Li et al., 2020) (Murray & Chu, 2015).  

The frequent deployment of drones in conjunction with trucks for last-mile delivery is not a coincidence. 

Several studies have shown numerous advantages that justify the use of such collaborative systems. To start 

with, both trucks and UAVs have their limitations when implemented separately and these limitations tend to 

cancel out when both vehicle types are deployed simultaneously. Trucks are dependent on transport 

infrastructure and have higher delivery inter-arrival times than UAVs (Angeloudis et al., 2020), which makes 

them unreliable under post-disaster conditions. On the other hand, the standalone use of UAVs is economically 

and operationally infeasible due to flight time constraints and low payload capacity, which limit their 

geographical reach and demand fill rate respectively (Moshref-Javadi et al., 2020). The combined usage of 
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drones and trucks, however, reduces operational resources required to satisfy the majority of demand (Ulmer & 

Thomas, 2018). Similar results are obtained in a study of the implementation of such a combined fleet in post-

disaster response operations of the Sulawesi Earthquake/ Tsunami in 2018 (Steenbergen & Mes, 2020), where 

the integration of UAVs to the traditional truck-based relief goods delivery system lowers the peak of the required 

number of vehicles. The study also found drones to be an interesting alternative if time and delivery reliability 

are of great importance. 

Drone fleet models for Last-mile delivery have been formulated as Mixed-Integer Linear Programming 

(MILP) and several heuristic approaches have also been tested on small as well as large-scale problem instances. 

The problem of supplying multiple packages of lightweight relief items to remote locations using drones with 

identical characteristics can be modeled as MILP and solved to optimality with GAMS (Rabta et al., 2018). This 

model also takes several constraints related to rotor drones into account such as the availability of recharge 

stations to extend their operational range and payload constraints. Drone delivery problems (DDP) for large 

problem instances require huge runtimes due to their exponential computational complexity and can be 

approached using meta-heuristics. For example, consistent suboptimal solutions for DDP have been found using 

a simulated annealing (SA) heuristic for allowing multiple trips and a list scheduling heuristic to assign routes 

to drones (Dorling et al., 2016). A truck and drone routing algorithm (TDRA) that combines Adaptive Large 

Neighborhood Search (ALNS) with SA (used for generating starting feasible solutions) and a Shake heuristic 

(used for diversifying the neighborhood search) produced optimal or near-optimal solutions with negligible 

optimality gaps in small-scale problems (Moshref-Javadi et al., 2020). Such combinations of multiple heuristics 

for balancing exploration with exploitation is common practice for finding efficient solutions. Luo et al., 2021 

found promising results on a multi-objective truck-drone collaborative routing problem by applying GA and 

Pareto local search for global exploration and neighborhood search for local exploitation.  

The objective of most of the DDPs in literature is to allocate demand points to UAVs and/or trucks and 

to optimize the sequence of deliveries in the routes of the truck and the UAVs to minimize customer waiting 

times. The challenge remains in determining the appropriate objective function since several important but 

possibly conflicting objectives including traveling costs and waiting times come into play in last-mile logistics. 

Some studies optimize multiple objectives simultaneously with some prioritization technique, whereas others 

apply the e-constraint optimization method (Salama & Srinivas, 2020) (the problem is first optimized for one 

objective function and then solved for the other using as a constraint the solution obtained in the first optimization 

problem). An example of the earlier is a study by (Luo et al., 2021), which uses as its objective function a 

weighted combination of two parameters; the routing costs of drones and trucks and customer satisfaction 

(represented by the arrival time of a vehicle at a customer node within the required time window). Another way 
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of dealing with multiple objectives is to choose to prioritise the objectives; the DDP is optimized for cost of 

making deliveries subject to a delivery time constraint or the other way round, depending on the nature of the 

problem (Dorling et al., 2016). However, it is not yet apparent whether one approach yields superior results than 

the other in terms of solution quality or performance.  

3.4 Conclusion 

Overall, in light of the literature review we conducted on how, and under what circumstances drones can add 

value to humanitarian logistics in disaster areas, we have identified some considerations to be particularly useful 

in modeling the Haiti disaster scenario. The following scenarios are found to be best suited for the effective 

deployment of WFA UAVs: 

1. Transporting essential items to remote, hard-to-access, cut-off, or isolated locations to save lives and 

become more resource efficient  

2. Transportation of medical supplies such as vaccines, medicines, first aid kits, or other perishable relief 

items that are sensitive to external conditions and need to be consumed within a short period of time 

3. Delivery to numerous locations scattered over a large area or to widely spaced villages 

4. Distribution of high-value, low-volume, and lightweight items to places where there is low demand per 

location 

5. A combination of small to medium-sized cargo and high frequency deliveries 

6. Fixed-wing platforms, much like WFA drones, could be useful for mid to long-range applications 

In this chapter, we also presented a review of different studies that are relevant to understanding the theories, 

models, and solution approaches applied to the use of drones for cargo delivery. In light of these insights, we 

determined the following considerations to be particularly useful for our solution design to the Haiti disaster 

case: 

1. The single-drone single-truck model, although highly efficient, is unlikely to be relevant for the Haiti 

case since WFA drones operate in squads of 2-5 aircraft and travel independently of trucks.  

2. Clustering methods could be useful assuming a scenario where makeshift camps are divided into several 

groups and each group is served by trucks and/or a fleet of drones. 

3. MILP formulations would be impractical to solve due to the large problem size. 

4. Meta-heuristics such as SA have shown good performance but should be reinforced with neighborhood 

search techniques that have some geographical intelligence for decision making in disaster conditions. 
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5. Combining multiple heuristics for solution exploration and exploitation would be a key consideration to 

accommodate for the limitations of individual heuristics. 

6. Considering the priority in the response phase of disaster management, it would be a reasonable approach 

to minimize demand response time as a major objective function under a certain budget constraint.  

7. Yet, experimenting with different performance indicators can help in finding practically significant 

solutions 

8. Decomposing the problem to different priority classes can also help to set priority rules in the model. 

9. HVRP is the better representation of the case at hand as it seeks to make the best use of an existing fleet 

from an operational point of view, so limiting the fleet would be more reasonable and realistic.  

10. Modelling the problem as an SDVRP would also be a good consideration as it helps to better model 

inaccessibility due to damaged infrastructure and can also yield faster solutions due to greater constraints. 

11. Using a cluster-first route-second approach to decompose some problem instances into VAP and VRP 

can be beneficial since many vehicle assignment decisions can be made beforehand using information 

about the status of infrastructure, size of demand, the proximity of delivery location, etc., which will 

eventually help reduce the problem complexity. 

12. Multi-trip scenarios, vehicle dependent variable costs, and the range constraint for drones shall be key 

considerations that will have a significant impact on the solution design. 
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4 Solution Design 

In this chapter, we present how we aim to solve the last-mile humanitarian logistics problem. Section 4.1 

provides the formal problem definition. In Section 4.2, we discuss the assumptions we make to model and solve 

the problem. In Section 4.3, we present the concept and implementation of the vehicle assignment and routing 

algorithm we are going to use to optimize the distribution of the IEHK basic module to state and field hospitals. 

Section 4.4 provides a summary of the chapter. 

4.1 Problem Definition  

As discussed in Section 1.3, in the aftermath of the Haiti earthquake, the primary relief operations focused 

on setting up an efficient logistics unit and identifying the best supply chain to support the receipt of relief goods 

sent by air and sea, and arranging transportation to distribution points. This supply chain extends from the arrival 

of relief items and ERUs, including clearance, storage, and forwarding, to distribution. In this research, we study 

the problem of integrating UAVs into the last-mile transportation of emergency medical aid between the logistics 

hub (the Port-au-Prince airport) and demand locations (state and field hospitals). This problem involves two 

main planning decisions, namely; vehicle allocation or assignment and vehicle routing decisions. Vehicle 

allocation is the decision of whether a given hospital will be served by a drone or by a truck. Once a certain 

vehicle type is assigned to deliver supplies to a set of hospitals, a routing decision has to be made in order to 

determine the best routing sequence the vehicle has to follow to deliver supplies to the assigned set of hospitals. 

We plan to achieve this by implementing a meta-heuristic vehicle assignment and routing algorithm which 

combines several heuristics that optimize vehicle allocation and routing decisions involving heterogeneous 

fleets. In other words, how can we deploy a fleet of m-drones and n-trucks to meet the demand of emergency 

medical supplies by a set of hospitals in the most cost-effective way.  

4.2 Assumptions 

This section presents the underlying assumptions we make to model the problem and implement the 

algorithm. Recall that we model the distribution of the IEHK basic module to state hospitals and field hospitals 

in Port-au-Prince and the surrounding regions of Haiti using drones and trucks. As the basic module is comprised 

of the basic unit and the malaria unit that can be delivered separately, we dispatch both units separately with no 

prioritization. The demand for these items is not recurring as the basic module is “not intended as a re-supply 

kit”. Thus, once all the basic module demands of a given hospital is satisfied, it does not require re-supply visits. 

The remaining assumptions are listed below: 
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• There is one logistics hub in the supply chain network. The trucks and drones depart from the Port-au-

Prince airport (single depot). We assume that all medical supplies are available at the airport. 

• We ignore the effect of weight on energy consumption, vehicle speed, and cost, if any. 

• The variations in the volume of the packages and space requirements will not be taken into account. We 

will only consider the weights of the packages. 

• All relief requests by hospitals are known with certainty and the time of request is the same for all 

hospitals. 

• And finally, we make the assumption that all inaccessible hospitals are drone eligible (flight range 

constraint is satisfied). This implies that any given inaccessible hospital is reachable by drone at least in 

a single round trip from the depot. This is a fairly reasonable assumption as the total area of the region 

under study is approximately 120 km long and 60 km wide, which is well within the flight range of WFA 

UAVs even in the worst case of a flight between two opposite ends of the region. 

4.3 The Vehicle Assignment and Routing Algorithm  

One of the main contributions of this study is the design of a metaheuristic vehicle assignment and routing 

algorithm that makes vehicle allocation and routing decisions involving trucks and drones with the aim of 

optimizing the distribution of emergency medical supplies to hospitals. This algorithm, further referred to as 

VARA, is a logistics coordination heuristic to be used for a one-time relief delivery plan given a fleet of m-

drones, n-trucks, one logistic hub (depot) and a set of k demand locations (hospitals) with known demand. Thus, 

it makes a single plan until all demand requests are satisfied. The VARA is expected to help us answer the 

question of how to deploy a fleet of m-drones and n-trucks to meet the demand of emergency medical kits by a 

set of hospitals in the most cost-effective way. With this in mind, the desired output of the VARA is to determine 

for each truck n and drone m: 

1. The set of hospitals where deliveries should be made, 

2. The routing sequence of hospitals including departure from and return to depot, 

3. The total operational costs comprised of the costs of loading, moving, and unloading supplies, 

4. The total distance covered throughout the delivery operations, 

5. The total volume of supplies transported, and  

6. The delivery completion time made up of the operational duration of loading, moving and unloading 

supplies, 
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In addition, we obtain key performance indicators for the overall fleet such as the percentage of demand 

covered by each vehicle type and the average makespan of each vehicle type, which is calculated as the mean of 

the completion times of the trucks or drones. A variation of the VARA, to be discussed later in Section 6.3.5, is 

designed for the purpose of making daily relief delivery plans to a set of k locations with demands that recur 

periodically. Thus, unlike the VARA discussed in this Chapter, it considers a time constraint during which all 

relief requests have to be satisfied.  

In this section, we describe the various methods and techniques integrated within the VARA. VARA 

comprises two major heuristics, namely a Hybrid Constructive heuristic and an Adaptive Simulated Annealing 

heuristic (further referred to as Adaptive SA). The aim of the constructive heuristic that will be discussed in 

Section 4.3.1 is to construct an initial feasible solution, whereas the Adaptive SA explained in Section 4.3.2 is 

an improvement heuristic that improves the solution obtained by the constructive heuristic by implementing 

several destroy and repair heuristics in a simulated annealing framework. The remaining part of this section 

discusses these heuristics in greater detail. 

4.3.1 Hybrid Constructive Heuristic 

The constructive part of VARA is a hybrid constructive heuristic that starts with an empty solution, 

iteratively assigns vehicles to demand points and then constructs routes to form an initial feasible solution. This 

heuristic is a combination of five separate vehicle routing heuristics that are sequentially implemented in the 

order shown in Figure 4.1 until a complete feasible solution is obtained. These are, in order of implementation, 

a Daisy Trip Generator, the Savings heuristic, the Multi-tour Formation heuristic, the Remote Assignment 

heuristic and the Sequential Nearest Neighbor heuristic. The first three heuristics develop routes for inaccessible 

hospitals using drones, whereas the final two construct routes for accessible hospitals using both trucks and 

drones. In the Daisy Trip Generator, round trips are generated for each inaccessible hospital assuming unlimited 

number of drones. Then, the Savings and the Multi-tour Formation heuristics are implemented to combine round 

trips and generate multiple trips until the number of used drones is reduced to an acceptable level (less than the 

fleet size of m-drones). Once all inaccessible locations are planned, the remaining available drones, if any, will 

be allocated to meet the demand of the most remote accessible locations (determined based on their travel time 

from the logistics hub by truck) using the Remote Assignment heuristic. When all available drones are exhausted, 

trucks will be assigned to serve the remaining accessible locations using the Sequential Nearest Neighbor 

heuristic.  
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Figure .1 A summary of the structure of the methods VARA 

 

Overall, given a fleet of m drones and n trucks, the hybrid constructive heuristic constructs a quick solution 

involving all accessible and inaccessible hospitals where each vehicle of the available fleet is allocated to serve 

at least one hospital. We now explain each of the five routing algorithms in greater detail. 

A. The Daisy Trip Generator 

The purpose of the Daisy Trip generator is to create round trips for every inaccessible hospital using drones, thus 

forming a kind of a daisy network, hence the name. If the demand of a certain hospital is greater than the capacity 

of a single drone, then multiple drones will be assigned until the demand is fully satisfied. Algorithm A illustrates 

the pseudo-code of the Daisy Trip generator. The resulting solution involves each inaccessible hospital connected 

with the depot to form a flying route starting from the depot and returning to the depot after the drone completes 

the delivery service. The algorithm runs until all requests of all hospitals are scheduled. A hospital might require 

multiple drone trips, so per trip we take the minimum of the drone capacity and the remaining demand of the 

hospital. 
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Algorithm A: The Daisy Trip Generator 

1. For all hospitals  

2.   If the hospital is inaccessible then  

3.     Add a drone  

4.     Delivery = min (Drone Capacity, hospital demand remaining) 
    Plan Delivery to the hospital  

5.     If all remaining hospitals are accessible then  

6.        Exit  

7.     Endif 

8.   Endif 

9. Next  

B. The Savings heuristic  

Once the delivery of all inaccessible locations is planned, we combine the round trips to reduce the number of 

drones used. To achieve this, we use the Savings heuristics inspired by (Clarke & Wright, 1964) for a speedy 

construction of a solution. The idea of the algorithm is to merge two trips into one provided the capacity of the 

vehicle is sufficient to meet the demand of all locations in the combined tour. The act of combining tours will be 

based on the savings obtained by combining two hospitals into the same route. These saving values will be 

computed as follows: given two candidate trips i and j to combine and a depot o, let a be the last hospital visited 

in the trip i before returning to the depot and b be the first hospital visited in trip j after departure from the depot. 

Then, the savings associated with combining tour i and j is given by: 

𝑆(𝑖, 𝑗) = 𝑑𝑜𝑎 +  𝑑𝑜𝑏 −  𝑑𝑎𝑏 

where 𝑑𝑛𝑚 is the flying distance from point n to point m.   

In each iteration of the Savings heuristics, 𝑆(𝑖, 𝑗) will be computed for each pair of candidate tours that can be 

combined and the combination that brings the highest savings will be executed, provided the drone capacity and 

range constraints are not violated. Algorithm B presents the pseudo-code of the Savings heuristic. 
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Algorithm B: The Savings heuristic 

1. While Smax  is not -min  do 

2.   Initialize the highest saving value Smax = -min 

3.   Initialize the number of drones used K 

4.   For all pair of drones used do 

5.       Form a potential combined trip  

6.       If capacity is not exceeded AND  

7.          range is not exceeded then 

8.           Compute 𝑆(𝑖, 𝑗) 

9.           If 𝑆(𝑖, 𝑗) > Smax 

10.            Update Smax 

11.            Update the drone pairs with the highest savings 

12.         Endif 

13.      Endif 

14.   Next 

15.   Combine the trip of the drone pairs with the highest savings  

16.   Delete the route of the second drone 

17.   Reduce Nr of used drones by 1 

18. End 

C. The Multi-tour Formation heuristic  

The Savings heuristic stops once the drones reach their maximum capacity and/or their flight range. At this point, 

the drones will be required to generate multiple trips from and to the depot. To achieve this, we use the multi-

tour formation heuristic. We assign multiple trips to one drone to perform these trips sequentially to further 

minimize the number of drones used. As illustrated in the pseudo code of Algorithm C, the formation of multiple 

tours is carried out by having the earliest available drones perform the trips of the next earliest available drones 

until an operational time limit (TL) is reached, hence eliminating one drone in each successful iteration. The TL 

in line 7 of Algorithm C represents the latest arrival time to depot allowed for any drone. This time limitation is 

an experimental parameter that can be adjusted depending on the available fleet size to make sure that exactly 

(m  -  𝑇𝑅)  drones are used at the end of the multi-tour formation heuristic, where m is the total number of 

available drones for use (the fleet size) and 𝑇𝑅 shown in line 1 of the pseudo code of Algorithm C is the number 

of drones the user expects to allocate for serving accessible locations. 
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Algorithm C: The Multi-tour Formation heuristic 

1. While Number of drones used + 𝑇𝑅 > 𝑚 

2.    sort all used drones 𝑖 in ascending order of their arrival time  at the depot 

3.     choose the earliest available drone 𝑑𝑖   and its arriving time at the depot 𝑡𝑖
𝑎 

4.    choose the next earliest available drone 𝑑𝑗 and its total operational time 𝑡𝑗
𝑜      

5.      compute 𝑡𝑖
𝑎  = 𝑡𝑖

𝑎 +  𝑡𝑗
𝑜, 

6.      compute 𝑡𝑖
𝑜  = 𝑡𝑖

𝑜 +  𝑡𝑗
𝑜, 

7.      If 𝑡𝑖
𝑎   ≤ 𝑇𝐿 then 

8.         assign the tour of 𝑑𝑗 as an additional tour for 𝑑𝑖 

9.         remove 𝑑𝑗 from the fleet 

10.         reduce Number of drones used by 1  

11.         update 𝑡𝑖
𝑎 and 𝑡𝑖

𝑜   

12.         return to 4 

13.      Else 

14.         return to 1 

15.    Endif  

16. End 

Hence, 𝑇𝑅 corresponds to the number of drones that will be used in the remote assignment heuristic that follows. 

Tight TL constraints are suitable for large fleet sizes and loose TL constraints are preferred when the fleet size is 

very small and drones are required to perform several tours for extended duration. 

D.  The Remote Assignment heuristic  

Once all inaccessible locations are planned, the remaining available drones, 𝑇𝑅, will be allocated to meet the 

demand of the most remote accessible locations using the remote assignment heuristic. The algorithm works by 

planning the delivery of remote accessible hospitals, which are determined based on their travel time by truck 

from the depot. First, we assign the most remote hospital to the first available drone. Then, the next most remote 

hospitals will be added to the route of the drone provided the capacity, the TL and range constraints are satisfied. 

If adding a new hospital violates all constraints but the TL constraint, that hospital will be planned for the next 

trip with the same vehicle since time is still remaining for the vehicle to serve more demands. If any of these 

constraints are not met, the next drone will be planned using a similar procedure. The process continues until all 

available drones, 𝑇𝑅, are scheduled. Note that, the latest arrival time to depot (TL) is again an experimental 

parameter that depends on 𝑇𝑅 and the required response time. Algorithm D illustrates the pseudo-code of the 

remote assignment heuristic. 
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Algorithm D: The Remote Assignment heuristic 

1. Initialize drone counter, 𝑖 = 1  

2. While 𝒊  ≤ 𝑇𝑅 

3.     Sort all unfulfilled accessible hospitals by their travel time   from  the depot by truck     

4.       Assign the most remote hospital 𝐻𝑓 to available drone 𝑑𝑖   

5.       Pick the next most remote hospital 𝐻𝑛 

6.       If capacity is not exceeded AND  

7.          range is not exceeded AND 

8.          𝑇𝐿 is not exceeded then  

9.          𝑑𝑖 visit𝑠 𝐻𝑓 and 𝐻𝑛 in a one trip 

10.         return to 5  

11.      Elseif 𝑇𝐿 is not exceeded then 

12.         Return to depot 

13.         𝑑𝑖 visit𝑠 𝐻𝑛 in the next trip 

14.         return to 5 

15.      Else 

16.         Proceed to next available drone, 𝑖 = 𝑖  + 1 

17.         Return to 2 

18.      Endif 

19. End 

E. The Sequential Nearest Neighbor heuristic 

When all available drones are exhausted, the fleet of n-trucks will be assigned to serve the remaining accessible 

locations using the sequential nearest neighbor heuristic adapted from (Joshi & Kaur, 2015) and (Steenbergen & 

Mes, 2020). As shown in line 1 – 6 of the pseudo-code of Algorithm E, first each of the first n furthest hospitals 

will be served by one of the n trucks. Then, the hospital nearest to the last added hospital will be added to the 

route of the last truck provided the capacity, the TL and range constraints of the truck is satisfied. If any of these 

constraints are not met, the next truck will be planned using a similar procedure. The process continues until all 

requests of the accessible hospitals are scheduled. Hence, the heuristic makes sure that each available truck n 

serves at least one hospital. Algorithm E, presents a simplified pseudo-code of the sequential nearest neighbor 

heuristic. 
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Algorithm E: The Sequential Nearest Neighbor heuristic  

1. initialize truck counter, 𝑖 = 0  

2. While 𝑖  < 𝑛  do 

3.   plan a truck, 𝑖 = 𝑖 + 1 

4.   find the furthest unfulfilled accessible hospital  

5.   insert hospital to truck’s route 

6. End 

7. reset truck counter, 𝑖 = 0 

8. While unfulfilled demand is remaining AND 𝑖  < 𝑛 do 

9.    plan a truck, 𝑖 = 𝑖 + 1 

10.   While capacity is not exceeded AND  

11.         range is not exceeded AND 

12.         𝑇𝐿 is not exceeded do 

13.         add the nearest hospital to truck’s route 

14.   End 

15. End 

16. plan a return trip to depot for each truck 𝑛 

The output of the sequential nearest neighbor heuristic yields the first complete initial feasible solution. In the 

end, for a given fleet of m-drones and n-trucks, the hybrid constructive heuristic yields a solution where each 

vehicle of the available fleet is assigned to deliver medical supplies to at least one hospital. Once a complete 

solution is obtained, the Adaptive SA heuristic of VARA will be applied to the initial solution to iteratively 

perform neighborhood search operations and improve the solution quality using several neighborhood search 

mechanisms that will be discussed in the next section.  

4.3.2 Adaptive SA Algorithm 

Now that we have obtained a complete initial feasible solution, we further improve the quality of the 

solution using Adaptive Large Neighborhood Search heuristic (ALNS) embedded within a Simulated Annealing 

(SA) framework. And within that neighborhood search heuristic, we employ several greedy randomized destroy 

and repair heuristics called operators. In the remaining part of this section, we discuss each of these concepts in 

detail. In Part I – V, we present the simulated annealing algorithm, the principles of ALNS and other concepts 

embedded within the SA framework. Part V discusses the five operators employed in ALNS. 
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I. Simulated Annealing Framework 

SA is a metaheuristic optimization algorithm that is inspired by the annealing technique in metallurgy. In this 

process, a metal is heated to a high temperature and slowly cooled down to reach to an equilibrium state and 

improve its physical properties (James, 2021). When the metal is hot, the molecules randomly re-arrange 

themselves at a rapid pace. As the metal starts to cool down, the re-arranging process occurs at a much slower 

rate. This slow cooling process spends long times at temperatures around the freezing point and the resulting 

metal will be a desired workable metal. If this is not done, the substance can be outside the limits of equilibrium, 

and the crystals obtained will have a lot of defects due to the structure being locally optimal. Hence, the factors 

of time and metal’s energy at a particular time will supervise the entire process (Rere et. al., 2015). SA mimics 

this process to find optimal solutions for combinatorial optimization problems, especially in large problems 

where there are a lot of local minima. The algorithm starts with a high temperature value and analogous to the 

slow cooling of annealing, sufficient numbers of loops are allowed to run and the temperature is reduced to a 

lower value gradually (Sahu et.al., 2022). This makes SA effective in finding a global optimal solution without 

getting trapped in local optima. 

In our Adaptive SA heuristic inspired by the truck and drone routing algorithm (Moshref-Javadi et al., 2020), we 

reinforce SA with adaptive large neighborhood search heuristic (ALNS) that iteratively generate new solutions 

intelligently. We first discuss the steps involved in SA below and present the pseudo-code in Algorithm I.  

1. We initialize the solution and the objective function using the initial solution obtained from the hybrid 

constructive heuristic. 

2. We set the starting temperature 𝑇𝑜considering the desired speed of convergence. A small starting 

temperature does not provide sufficient time for neighborhood exploration, while a very high starting 

temperature delays the convergence process. In the first stages of SA where 𝑇 is relatively high, the idea 

is to search the solution space widely so that different solution directions are identified. Hence, solutions 

with bad quality are often accepted with high probability. 

3. We generate a new solution in the neighborhood by selecting one of the greedy randomized destroy and 

repair heuristics (operators) described in (Part IV). The selection of operators will be determined by the 

Roulette Wheel procedure illustrated in (Part IV). To make this choice, the procedure utilizes the 

selection probability of each operator, which in turn depends on the weights associated with each operator 

described in (Part III). 

4. We then evaluate the new solution and decide whether we accept or reject it based on acceptance 

probability. Note that the new solution does not necessarily have to be better than the existing solution 
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in order to be accepted, rather SA makes it possible to accept non-improving solutions to avoid getting 

trapped at a local minima. 

5. We adjust the weights associated with each operator during the improvement procedure based on past 

successes in accordance with the Adaptive Weight Adjustment Mechanism described in (Part III). 

6. We repeat steps 3 – 5, until the length of Markovchain, which represents the number of times a 

neighborhood is explored at a given temperature. 

7. We decrease the temperature by a factor 𝑐, 0 < 𝑐 < 1 , in the outer loop in each iteration according to a 

cooling schedule. Each time the temperature drops the probability of accepting non-improving moves 

gradually decreases and the procedure dominates towards exploitation. The process continues until it 

reaches the minimum temperature 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛, which is designated as the stopping criteria. 

In Step 4 of the SA algorithm, we mentioned that SA accepts not only better solutions, but also deteriorating 

solutions with worse quality. The aim of this allowance of controlled ‘uphill’ movements is to avoid entrapment 

to local optima and subsequently obtain higher quality solutions (Pardalos & Mavridou, 2008). This is achieved 

through the acceptance probability we explain as follows. In the analogy of the physical annealing concept and 

the SA algorithm presented in Part I, we emphasized the importance of the factors of time and energy in obtaining 

the required output. We discussed that at each cooling temperature enough time is spent for the solid to reach 

thermal equilibrium in order to obtain the desired workable material. These changes in energy levels are known 

to follow the Boltzmann-Gibbs distribution according to Statistical Thermodynamics. In the analogy with our 

optimization problem, these changes correspond to the difference between the current solution and the new 

(neighboring) solution. Thus, in the case that the new solution found is worse than the current solution (line 20 

of Algorithm I), we use the temperature dependent probability density function of the Boltzmann-Gibbs 

distribution as described in (Eren et al., 2017) to decide whether the new solution is accepted or rejected. The 

acceptance probability of a solution is given by the following equation: 

𝑃(∆𝑓) = exp (
∆𝑓

𝑇⁄ ) 

Where ∆𝑓 is the difference between the current solution and the new solution, and 𝑇 is the temperature at the 

iteration where the decision is made. Once the probability is computed, a random number 𝑟 that is uniformly 

distributed over [0,1] is generated. Then, the new solution is accepted if 𝑟 < 𝑃(∆𝑓) and rejected otherwise.  
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II. Adaptive Large Neighborhood Search 

Adaptive large neighborhood search (ALNS) is an extension of Large Neighborhood Search (LNS) (Shaw, 1998) 

which conducts searches in large neighborhoods. The neighborhood of a solution is determined by a destroy 

heuristic and a repair heuristic. Ropke et. al., 2006 describes ALNS as a heuristic composed of several competing 

sub-heuristics that are used with a frequency corresponding to their historic performance. A destroy heuristic 

disrupts part of the current solution while a repair heuristic rebuilds the destroyed solution. In the case of ALNS, 

a series of destroy and a repair heuristics, which are the operators in our formulation, are employed within the 

SA framework presented in Algorithm I. As we discussed in Part I, in each iteration, the operators to be applied 

on the current solution are selected according to their weights (shown in Line 11 of Algorithm I), which are 

adaptively adjusted based on the performance of the operators in the previous iterations (shown in Line 29 – 30 

of Algorithm I). The operators that have performed well in the previous iterations are more likely to be chosen 

for the current iteration. As shown in Line 13 – 28 of Algorithm I, the resultant solution is accepted if it is better 

than the current solution or the best solution found so far, else its acceptance is determined based on the 

acceptance probability equation. We use five operators that serve as destroy and repair operators to destruct a 

candidate solution and rebuild the destructed solution into a new solution (possibly one that improves the existing 

solution) while maintaining feasibility. These operators will be discussed in Part V. 
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Algorithm I: A Simulated Annealing framework with ALNS 

1. initialize a feasible solution, 𝑆𝑖 

2. initialize the starting temperature, 𝑇𝑜 

3. assign 𝑆𝑖 as the current solution 𝑆𝑐, 𝑆𝑐 =  𝑆𝑖 

4. assign  𝑆𝑖 as the best solution 𝑆𝑏, 𝑆𝑏 =  𝑆𝑖 

5. set the current temperature 𝑇 to 𝑇𝑜, 𝑇 = 𝑇𝑜 

6. While 𝑇 > 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 do  

7.      initialize the performance score of operators 

8.      initialize the weight of operators 

9.      For k := 1 to Length of Markovchain do 

10.          update the selection Probability of operators using (Part III) 

11.          choose one of the operators in (Part V) using (Part IV) 

12.          apply the chosen operator to obtain a neighboring solution 𝑆𝑛. 

13.          If  𝑆𝑛 < 𝑆𝑏 then 

14.             update the current solution 𝑆𝑐  = 𝑆𝑛.  

15.             update the best solution  𝑆𝑏 = 𝑆𝑛. 

16.             immediate score of the used operator 𝛿1 = 3 

17.          Elseif 𝑆𝑛 < 𝑆𝑐 then 

18.             update the current solution 𝑆𝑐 = 𝑆𝑛 

19.             immediate score of the used operator 𝛿2 = 2 

20.          Elseif  𝑆𝑛 ≥ 𝑆𝑐 then 

21.             use the acceptance probability equation 

22.             If  𝑆𝑛 is accepted then 

23.                update the current solution 𝑆𝑐  = 𝑆𝑛 

24.                immediate score of the used operator 𝛿3 = 1 

25.             else   

26.                reject the new solution            

27.                immediate score of the used operator 𝛿4 = 0 

28.             Endif 

29.          Endif  

30.          update the performance score of the used operator using (Part III) 

31.          update the weight of the used operator using (Part III) 

32.      Next 

33.      cool down the temperature, 𝑇 = 𝑐 * 𝑇  

34. End   

35. Return  𝑆𝑏 

III. Adaptive Weight Adjustment Mechanism 

At the beginning of each Markovchain iteration shown in line 10 of Algorithm I, the selection probability of all 

operators is adjusted, and at the end of each Markovchain iteration shown in line 30 – 31 of Algorithm I, the 

performance score and the weight of the last used operator are adjusted. The objective of these ratings is to keep 

track of the performance of the destroy and repair operators and decide which one to use depending on their 

success rates. Now, we explain what these ratings mean and how they are updated iteratively. First, for each 
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operator 𝑗, we associate a weight 𝑤𝑗, where 𝑗 = 1,2,3,4,5. Then, the selection probability of an operator 𝑗 is given 

by: 

𝑃𝑗 =
𝑤𝑗

∑ 𝑤𝑗
5
𝑗=1

⁄  

Thus, the higher the weight of a given operator, the higher its selection probability and the more likely that it is 

selected to generate a new solution in Step 3 of the SA algorithm illustrated in Part I. At the start of the algorithm, 

unit weights will be assigned to each operator. We then update the weights in accordance with the adaptive 

weight adjustment mechanism described in (Azi et al., 2014). The weights will be updated every time a given 

operator is used. The weight adjustment is performed as follows: 

𝑤𝑗𝑘 =  𝛼 ∗ 𝑤𝑗,𝑘−1 + (1 − 𝛼) ∗ 𝜋𝑗𝑘 , 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝛼 = [0,1] 

 𝑤𝑗𝑘 is the weight of operator 𝑗 at the end of iteration 𝑘 and 𝜋𝑗𝑘  is the performance score of an operator 𝑗 at the 

end of iteration 𝑘. Along with the weights, each time an operator 𝑗 is used at a given iteration 𝑘 to generate a 

new solution, this performance score is also updated using the following formula: 

𝜋𝑗𝑘 =  𝜋𝑗,𝑘−1 +  𝛿𝑝, 𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 𝑝 = {1, 2, 3, 4} 

The parameter 𝛿𝑝 represents the immediate score given to operators based on their latest performance, where 

𝛿1 = 3, 𝛿2 = 2,  𝛿3 = 1,  𝛿4 = 0. These scores are awarded to an operator depending on the quality of the output 

solution (neighboring solution). An operator’s performance score is updated using 𝛿1 if a solution better than the 

best solution found so far is generated by the operator, 𝛿2 when the solution found is better than the current 

solution, 𝛿3 if the new solution is accepted using the acceptance probability equation, and 𝛿4 if it is rejected.  

Overall, the adaptive weight adjustment mechanism is an iterative rating procedure where the immediate scores 

are used to update the performance scores, which in turn are used to update the weights, which eventually are 

used to update the probability of selection of operators. Hence, the global idea is to use operators that improve 

the solution more frequently and use operators that deteriorate the solution less frequently.  

Note that the selection probability discussed in Part III and the acceptance probability are different. The selection 

probability is intended to guide decisions on which operator to use to find a new solution, whereas the acceptance 

probability is used after a solution is already generated and helps to decide whether non-improving solutions 

should be accepted or rejected. 

IV.  Roulette Wheel Selection 

Once the probabilities of selection are obtained in Part III, the roulette wheel selection procedure, aka fitness 

proportionate selection, is used to decide the next operator to be used for generating a new solution (line 11 of 

Algorithm I). The roulette wheel selection, inspired by real-world roulettes, is a popular stochastic selection 
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procedure in optimization algorithms that is used to choose an individual based on its designated probability or 

fitness. In the case of our adaptive improvement heuristic, the selection probabilities of operators will be the 

input to the roulette wheel procedure. Here we explain the procedure as implemented in our algorithm. First, we 

sort the operators based on their selection probabilities computed in Part III in increasing order. Let 𝑖 stand for 

the position of operators in our sorted sequence and 𝜌𝑖 be the selection probability of the operator found in 

position 𝑖 of the sorted sequence, then since we have six operators 𝑖 = 1,2,3,4,5,6., i.e., the operator with the 

lowest selection probability will have 𝑖 = 1, one with the second lowest selection probability will have 𝑖 = 2 and 

so on. Then, we compute the cumulative probability of the operator in position 𝑖 of the sorted sequence denoted 

by 𝜌𝑖
𝑐 using the following formula: 

𝜌𝑖
𝑐 =  ∑ 𝜌𝑘

𝑖

𝑘=1

 

Next, we generate a random number 𝑟, 0 < 𝑟 < 1, and compare it with the cumulative probabilities to determine 

the next operator to be selected. If 𝜌𝑖−1
𝑐 < 𝑟 <  𝜌𝑖

𝑐, then the operator in position 𝑖 of the sorted sequence is 

selected. 

V. Greedy Randomized Destroy and Repair Operators 

At the heart of the Adaptive SA heuristic is a set of destroy and repair operators that repeatedly destroy 

and repair the incumbent solution in an attempt to improve the quality of the solution. The hybrid constructive 

heuristic does not necessarily yield a solution with superior quality since its main purpose is to utilize all of the 

available fleet for fulfilling the relief demands. In the improvement procedure, however, we use five greedy 

randomized operators with the aim of searching for solution improvements. The term randomized represents the 

arbitrary nature of the destroying mechanisms, which choose to destruct a random part of the solution. Greedy, 

on the other hand, represents the repair strategy that makes the best optimal choice greedily at each small solution 

space. The five operators are Drone Shuffle operator, Truck Shuffle operator, Drone-to-Truck Operator, Truck-

to-Truck Operator and Drone-to-Drone Operator.  

1. Drone Shuffle Operator 

This neighborhood operator, as the name suggests, works to improve the routing sequence for a single drone. 

The idea is to destruct the solution of a drone entirely and reconstruct it from scratch to yield an alternative, 

possibly cheaper, routing sequence. To do this, first a drone is randomly selected and all the locations it visits 

throughout its entire operation are listed. Next, to each location other than the hub a randomly generated weight 

ranging between 0 and 1 is assigned. The repair operation starts by sorting the locations according to their given 
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weights. If the capacity and range feasibility constraints are satisfied by the sorted sequence, then the new 

sequence is accepted and one repair operation is completed. This procedure is repeated 10 times with the same 

drone and the cheapest feasible routing sequence obtained is accepted as the new neighboring solution.  

 

Figure 4.2 Visual representation of the procedure of the Drone Shuffle Operator 

Figure 4.2 presents the procedure of the Drone Shuffle operator with a visual illustration. In this example, the 

numbers in the squares represent the index of the locations visited by the drone in order of its routing sequence, 

where 1 represents the hub (depot). Note that the Operator returns the same solution as the initial solution if the 

drone serves only one location or one location per each of its trips. 

2. Truck Shuffle Operator 

The Truck Shuffle operator uses the same strategy of destruction and reconstruction as the Drone Shuffle 

operator except that it is applied exclusively on trucks. Similarly, if the truck serves only one location, the 

operator returns the same solution as the initial solution. Both the Truck and Drone Shuffle operators cause 

routing modifications but are limited to narrow neighborhoods since they cannot change the existing vehicle 

allocation decisions. 

3. Drone-to-Truck Operator 

The Drone-to-Truck operator works to improve both vehicle allocation and routing decisions. We implement 

two versions of this operator. The idea of the first version, Drone-to-Truck-V1, is to destruct part of the solution 

of a drone by withdrawing a random accessible location from its route and reassign the removed location to a 

position in a truck’s route that brings the highest cost improvement. The procedure begins by choosing a drone 

and a truck randomly. Then, a random location other than the depot (square 1) is withdrawn from the drone’s 

route as shown in step 2 of Figure 4.3. The removed location is then inserted to the first candidate position in the 
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truck’s route and the drone’s route is reconstructed resulting in one less location in its route (step 3 of Figure 

4.3). 

 

Figure 4.3 Visual representation of the procedure of the Drone-to-Truck-V1 Operator 

If the capacity and range constraints are satisfied by the new route, then the solution is accepted as a 

candidate neighboring solution. Step 3 is repeated as many times as the number of potential positions in the 

truck’s route, nine times in the given example, producing a different routing sequence each time. At the end, the 

candidate solution that brings the smallest increase in operational cost as a result of introducing a new trip to the 

truck is accepted as the best neighboring solution. When computing the net change in cost, this increase in cost 

is considered along with the decrease in cost as result of removing a location from the drone’s route.  

A modified version of this operator called the Drone-to-Truck-V2, starts by withdrawing a random 

location from the route of a randomly chosen truck. The removed location is then assigned to a randomly chosen 

drone as it’s last destination before finally returning to the depot. After this move operation is carried out, all the 

three steps of the Drone-to-Truck-V1 are applied on the modified solutions of the same truck and drone. Hence, 

the Drone-to-Truck-V2 acts as a kind of a swap-based double relocation procedure. In future experimentations 

with the Adaptive SA heuristic, we implement two versions of the algorithm: the Adaptive SA-V1 and the 

Adaptive SA-V2, each employing the Drone-to-Truck operator corresponding to their version. 

4. Truck-to-Truck Operator  

The Truck-to-Truck operator uses the same strategy of destruction and repair as the Drone-to-Truck operator 

except that it is applied exclusively on trucks. A location is removed from a random truck and inserted into the 

route of another random truck using the procedure illustrated in Figure 4.2. Both the Drone-to-Truck and the 

Truck-to-Truck operators search a much larger neighborhood than the shuffle operators discussed earlier because 

they alter both the routing and vehicle allocation decisions.  
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5. Drone-to-Drone Operator 

The Drone-to-Drone operator, contrary to operator 3 and 4, is a swap-based neighborhood operator that performs 

double relocation in which randomly chosen locations from two different drones are inserted at their 

counterpart’s position in the route. In the example shown in Figure 4.4, location 4 from Drone A and location 7 

from Drone B are swapped according to their respective locations. Due to the tight capacity and range constraints 

of drones, there is a good chance that this swap operation yields infeasible solution in one or both drones. In case 

this happens, the operator repeats step 2 and 3 of the operation (see Figure 4.4) and checks for possible valid 

combination of swaps until a feasible neighboring solution is obtained. 

 

Figure 4.4 Visual representation of the procedure of the Drone-to-Drone Operator 

The five operators are designed by taking into account three considerations. First, we diversified the destroy and 

repair neighborhoods by integrating both move and swap combinations to single and multiple vehicle types. 

Second, we tried to avoid overlap between operators to promote connectivity and ensure that each of them search 

distinct areas of the search space. And finally, the operators are designed in such a way that one can compensate 

for the limitations of the other. For instance, the Drone-to-Truck operator is lacking in cases where the randomly 

chosen drone is currently serving only one location, in which case removing a location from its route nullifies 

the vehicle completely. Likewise, the Drone Shuffle operator cannot alter the solution of a drone with such a 

route structure. The only operator that could successfully deal with this is the Drone-to-Drone operator with its 

swap mechanism. With the absence of this operator the solution of a drone assigned to a single location will 

remain unchanged throughout the improvement heuristic. 
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4.4 Conclusion 

We provided a comprehensive discussion of the various concepts and techniques integrated within our 

proposed Vehicle Assignment and Routing Algorithm, VARA. Within VARA we construct a starting solution 

using five different techniques, namely a Daisy Trip Generator, the Savings heuristic, the Multi-tour Formation 

heuristic, the Remote Assignment heuristic and the Sequential Nearest Neighbor heuristic. We then improve the 

quality of the solution through Adaptive SA, which is comprised of an Adaptive Large Neighborhood Search 

heuristic (ALNS) embedded within a Simulated Annealing (SA) framework. The Adaptive SA will be 

implemented in two variations as Adaptive SA-V1 and Adaptive SA-V2, with each version employing five 

destroy and repair operators. 
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5 Disaster Modeling and Simulation 

In this chapter, we present how we plan to model the Haiti earthquake logistics scenario. In Section 5.1, 

we explain the SimFramework2020, the simulation framework by (Steenbergen & Mes, 2020), that we are going 

to use for the analysis and modelling of the Haiti case. Section 5.2 provides a description of the specific area of 

humanitarian logistics operations in the Haiti earthquake and how we model the particular case scenario. In 

Section 5.3, we present a summary of the chapter. 

5.1  Existing Simulation Framework 

SimFramework2020 is a generic simulation framework that is comprised of six layers that are used to 

model all the required attributes of humanitarian logistics response operations after a disaster. These layers 

shown in Figure 5.1 are: (1) geographical information, (2) population and demand, (3) supply chain network, (4) 

vehicles and UAVs, (5) logistics coordination, and (6) the graphical user interface. These layers can be classified 

into three categories, namely input layers, logistical layers and the output layer. The first three layers are the 

input layers. The framework allows a user to import geographical information, data about the population and the 

demand for humanitarian aid and information about the supply chain network of a particular disaster case.  

 

Figure 5.1 A screenshot of the root layer of the model in Plant Simulation 16.1 
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The logistical layers are comprised of layer 4 and 5 and the purpose of the logistical layers is to model the 

distribution of relief goods through different modes of transport using the desired vehicle allocation and routing 

approaches. We use the VARA discussed in Chapter 4 as a logistics coordination method. The graphical user 

interface as the output layer helps in observing the results of simulation experiments and analyzing key 

performance indicators. We refer interested readers to (Steenbergen & Mes, 2020) for detailed explanation of 

the concepts of SimFramework2020. 

We now present the technical description of SimFramework2020 as implemented in Technomatix Plant 

Simulation 16.1. The framework has three key user defined objects, namely: transporters, locations and arcs. 

Transporters are the vehicles used for transporting relief goods to demand points. These include trucks, UAVs 

(drones), helicopters, planes, barges and trains. The locations are humanitarian logistics hubs and sites. Hubs are 

central points or warehouses dedicated for logistics operations. They serve the purpose of housing supplies, 

transporters and are the points from which the supplies are dispatched for distribution to sites by transporters. 

Sites, on the other hand, are points of distribution to which relief goods are delivered. They could be hospitals, 

makeshift camps, shelter camps and etc. Finally, the arcs correspond to the routes that connect the locations. 

They include driving routes, fly routes, and shipping routes. Once a model for a particular disaster case is built 

using the six layers and the three user defined objects are determined, the case is simulated using the steps 

outlined below: 

1. The logistics hubs are created 

2. The logistics hubs are connected to the nearest network elements such as roads or waterways 

3. Network-based vehicles such as trucks are created  

4. Sites are created and connected to network elements 

5. The relief requests of sites are prepared for distribution 

6. The designed logistics coordination method discussed in Chapter 4 is executed 

7. The solution is simulated on the graphical user interface  

The simulation running in Step 7 involves different vehicles traveling in the node-arc supply chain network to 

distribute relief requests to sites. The process flow chart for the movement of vehicles through logistics hubs and 

sites is presented in Figure 5.2 
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Figure 5.2 Process flow chart for vehicles entering a location (hub or site) 

5.2 Modeling Building 

Recall from our discussion in Section 3.1, we concluded that one of the most effective application of 

drones in humanitarian logistics is in the transportation of medical supplies such as vaccines, medicines, first aid 

kits, emergency medical supplies, or other perishable relief items that are sensitive to external conditions and 

need to be consumed within a short period of time. In the aftermath of the Haiti Earthquake, medical supply 

chains were devastated and the need for specialized medical supplies, equipment, and physicians was extremely 

urgent. In the first days following the earthquake, many of the hospitals were overwhelmed with patients, with 

minimal human resources, operative capacity, and medical supplies with ‘conditions reminiscent of those found 

in war’ (Handicap International, 2010). Apart from people who were affected by the immediate impact, the most 

dangerous consequence is when open wounds became infected, untreated compound fractures became 

gangrenous, and untreated crush injuries caused renal failure (Laurent, 2012). Since the earthquake destroyed 

ports of entry, transit routes, and medical distribution points, access to health-care supplies was delayed. And 

these delays in care lead to the death of patients with earthquake-related injuries several weeks after the disaster. 

Given these facts combined with the insights we obtained in Section 3.1, we decide  to focus on the problem of 

facilitating the delivery of basic medical supplies to healthcare facilities using drones and trucks. More 

specifically, we model the distribution of a pre-packed and standardized medical emergency kit designed by 
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WHO called the Interagency Emergency Health Kit 2017 (IEHK) to state hospitals and field hospitals scattered 

throughout metropolitan Port-au-Prince and the surrounding regions of Haiti affected by the earthquake. In 

Section 5.2.1, we present the principles behind IEHK and how we are going to use it in our model. In the 

remaining sections of the chapter, we describe how we model the case by going through four layers of 

SimFramework2020. 

5.2.1 Interagency Emergency Health Kit 2017    

The IEHK is a collection of numerous medical items containing a basic module and a supplementary 

module designed by WHO in collaboration with several agencies including ICRC, IFRC, UNICEF and UNHCR. 

The following description derived from (WHO, 2019) presents the basic principles of IEHK that are relevant to 

define the problem characteristics: 

“The IEHK is designed principally to meet the priority health needs of a population affected by 

emergencies, who have limited access to routine health care services. The kit is designed primarily 

for “life-saving” purposes, not for health conditions requiring continued care. It contains essential 

drugs, supplies and equipment to be used for a limited period of time and target a defined number 

of people. The kit and its modules are not intended as re-supply kits and, if used as such, may result 

in the accumulation of items and medicines which are not needed. The IEHK is designed for use in 

the early phase of an emergency situation. It is self-sufficient and is made up of a basic module for 

use by health care workers with limited training and a supplementary module for use by physicians 

or senior health care workers. It contains oral and topical medicines, medical devices and a malaria 

unit with oral antimalarial medicines and rapid diagnostic tests”. 

We exclude the supplementary kit and consider the distribution of a basic IEHK module containing a basic unit 

and a malaria unit. The basic unit contains essential items and is supplied as a whole, whereas the malaria unit 

is optional and can be distributed separately in disaster scenarios where specific malaria needs are demonstrated 

(UNICEF Supply Division, 2019). A week after the Haiti Earthquake, the World Health Organization reported 

that the displaced populations were at high risk from outbreaks of disease such as malaria, because of minimal 

access to safe water and damaged sanitation systems (IFRC, 2010). A few months later, malaria cases in Haiti 

increased dramatically (CHA, 2016), and it was a serious health problem due to the vulnerability of the displaced 

people living outdoors (Townes et al., 2012). In light of these reports, we decided to include the malaria unit as 

part of the relief distribution. The physical description of the basic module is presented in Table 5.1. 
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Table 5.1 Specifications of the basic module [ (UNICEF Supply Division, 2019) and (WHO, 2019)] 

A single package of the IEHK basic module includes the basic unit which contains 14 types of medicines, 19 

types of medical devices, renewable items and equipment and 6 types of stationary items and a separate malaria 

unit which contains 7 types of medicines and test kits. The basic IEHK module (containing a basic unit and a 

malaria unit) is to cover the primary health care needs of a catchment population of 1000 people for three months 

(WHO, 2019). The full list of all supplies included in the basic module with their item descriptions and quantity 

can be found in Appendix A.  

5.2.2 Geographical Information 

Our study covers state hospitals and field hospitals scattered throughout the metropolitan area of Port-au-Prince 

and the surrounding regions of Haiti. The region spans from the commune of Petit Goave in the east to the capital 

Port-au-Prince and the Israeli field hospital in the north to Jacmel hospital in the southern most coast of Haiti. 

The total area of the region is approximately 120 km long and 60 km wide. To determine the location of 

functioning hospitals after the disaster, we make use of an infographic map compiled by OCHA health cluster 

update (see Figure 5.3) that combines activities from 135 NGOs, bilateral aid organizations and governments. 

The name and geographic location of all functioning hospitals considered in our model is presented in Appendix 

B. 

 

Material Short 

Description

Quantity 

(Package)
Cartons Weight (kg) Volume (m3)

IEHK 2017, basic unit 1 20 38 0.22

IEHK 2017, malaria unit 1 10 19 0.14 
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Figure 5.3 A portion of the map showing the location of functioning health centers as of 25 Jan 2010 (Shown left: zoomed map of 

central Port-au-Prince; Shown right: surrounding areas of Petion-Ville) (OCHA, 2010) 

5.2.3 Population and Demand 

Many of the secondary and tertiary care facilities were devastated after the earthquake, including the 

main medical facility of the capital l’Hôpital de L’Université d’Etat d’Haïti, aka General Hospital, which was 

considered a huge blow to the health system (Laurent, 2012). However, a lot of temporary medical treatment 

facilities called field hospitals were established to supplement existing operational hospitals. These field 

hospitals include those of the Canadian Army and Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) and military hospital ships from 

Mexico, the United States, Colombia, France, Spain and Italy. The field hospitals will be included in our relief 

distribution model, but we assume the foreign military hospital ships are self-sufficient with their own medical 

supply chain. As of January25, 43 state hospitals and 12 field hospitals were identified to be operational (OCHA, 

2010) and we assume these 55 locations to be the demand points to which the basic module will be distributed. 

Note that ‘state hospitals’ are existing hospitals in the country, whereas ‘field hospitals’ are temporary medical 

treatment facilities established by the aforementioned civilian and military actors to augment local capacity. 

It was reported that around 200,000 people suffered injuries in Port-au-Prince and surrounding areas as of 

January27, two weeks into the disaster (Handicap International, 2010). We use this figure to estimate the total 

demand for the basic module. Excluding the patients treated in the military ships, we get an estimated 186,000 

patients who need medical care. The IDF field hospital treated 1111 patients during its 10 day mission (Kreiss 

et al., 2010). We assume that each of the remaining 11 field hospitals possess the same capacity as the IDF and 

thus the relief request of each field hospital is assumed to be equivalent to the weight of a basic module required 

to treat 1111 patients. Given the fact that one unit of the basic module is sufficient to satisfy the demand of 1000 

patients, the amount required to treat 1111 patients will be approximately 43 kg of the basic unit and 22 kg of 
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the malaria unit, deliverable to each of the 12 field hospitals. With these divisions, the remaining demand left to 

be satisfied is a medical supply for 172,668 patients, which we assume is evenly distributed amongst the 43 state 

hospitals. Thus, the demand of each state hospital will be 153 kg of the basic unit and 77 kg of the malaria unit. 

5.2.4 Supply Chain Network 

The distribution of medical supplies to hospitals will be carried out using the Port-au-Prince airport as a 

logistics hub (depot). Due to the damage sustained after the earthquake, many of the roads and bridges within 

the supply chain network leading to the delivery sites were inaccessible. As discussed in Chapter 2, the damage 

to infrastructure (buildings, roads, bridges, water systems, and electrical and communications systems) 

significantly impacted the speed and scale of the relief effort in the first four weeks after the disaster. Figure 5.4 

illustrates the road conditions in areas around the Port-au-Prince airport where many roads were closed, damaged 

or restricted. The figure, like many of the data available on road conditions after the disaster, shows the 

functionality of the roads based on visual assessment of satellite imagery concerning damages on roads or 

buildings. These preliminary analysis were not validated in the field and damages have likely been 

underestimated for many reasons. A given hospital can be considered inaccessible for road transport for several 

reasons. 

 In our discussion of the humanitarian operations and challenges of the Haiti earthquake, we emphasized 

the enormous logistics challenges on the ground that are beyond road functionality. Even in cases where the 

roads that sustained little to no damage were functional, the demand for land transportation to Haiti was more 

than the supply, which resulted in congested roads. In addition to this, there were difficulties associated with 

trucks being unable to navigate the small and steep roads, not to mention the continued risk of landslides in 

several roads. Many functional road routes were also debris-strewn or congested with people trying to leave 

Haiti. This caused delays on the logistic operations performed by land due to added shipping times. The resulting 

frustration among the population had led to the spread of violence in the capital city and its surrounding. The 

safety concerns required security troops to escort convoys delivering relief goods, which is a luxury in post 

disaster operations with scarce resources. Hence, from a practical point of view, very few functional roads can 

be considered accessible for ground transportation and a hospital can be considered inaccessible by truck not 

only because of road damages but also when the aforementioned challenges are encountered. In our model, if a 

hospital is labelled as inaccessible, it can only be served by drones regardless of the location where the vehicle 

is arriving from.  

In the immediate aftermath of a disaster, information regarding infrastructure damage, road congestion 

or other causes is very limited and it is difficult to determine with accuracy which locations are accessible by 
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truck and which are not due to the logistical challenges we mentioned. Given a rough estimate of the percentage 

of hospitals that can be served by trucks (ProbAccess), our model determines a vehicle routing plan by using a 

uniform random distribution where a given hospital will be considered either accessible or inaccessible by truck 

based on the outcome of the probability density function of the uniform distribution. In a given experiment, if 

the outcome is above ProbAccess, the concerned hospital can only be visited by drones. Since we carry out a 

one time delivery plan, a hospital set to be inaccessible by truck will remain inaccessible throughout the duration 

of the particular experiment. For each ProbAccess, we perform several independent experiments (number of 

required replications to be determined in Section 6.1) each with different combinations of accessible and 

inaccessible hospitals. Hence, using a generic estimate of site accessibility, one can obtain preliminary insights 

on the expected operational performance of relief distribution that can be achieved using the available fleet of 

drones and trucks. The stochastic hospital accessibility information can later be adjusted to a deterministic value 

when the actual accessibility state of individual hospitals is revealed. 

 

 

Figure 5.4 The road conditions around the Port-au-Prince airport two weeks after the disaster (ODEP, 2010) 

The accessibility of hospitals will be modeled using a probability distribution. In this method, we use a uniform 

random distribution where a given hospital will be considered either accessible or inaccessible based on the 

outcome of the probability density function of the uniform distribution. To help us model the uncertainty 
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surrounding accessibility in the early stages of a disaster more effectively, we perform multiple randomized 

experiments and simulate delivery operations with several combinations of accessible and inaccessible hospitals. 

The concepts and implementation of these experiments will be discussed in Section 6.3.2. 

5.2.5 Vehicles 

We deploy trucks and UAVs for the distribution of the basic module of IEHK to 43 state hospitals and 

12 field hospitals. Trucks will use the road network to reach the state hospitals and field hospitals provided these 

locations are identified to be accessible. In the case that a hospital is identified to be inaccessible, only UAVs 

can be forwarded to deliver medical supplies to that hospital.  

 

Figure 5.5 A MiniFreighter SN001 model being loading (left) and an example of a truck  

The specifications of the UAVs are that of the MiniFreighter SN001 model (see Figure 5.5) of WFA drones. We 

assume that both trucks and drones distribute the IEHK basic module (see Table 5.1, where the basic unit and 

the malaria unit will be delivered separately). Table 5.2 summarizes the attributes of the vehicles used. 

Attribute  Truck UAV 

Modality  Road  Air 

Maximum Speed (km/hr) 30 141 

Range (km) Unlimited 500 

Capacity (KG) 5000 160 

Maximum payload (Basic unit)  130 4 

Maximum payload (Malaria unit)  260 8 

Costs (€/h)  80 250 

Loading time (h) 01:00:00 00:15:00 

Unloading time fixed (h) 00:15:00 00:01:00 

Operating times 6:00 – 18:00 6:00 – 18:00 

   
 Table 5.2 Settings used for trucks and UAVs 
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5.3 Conclusion 

Our study will focus on modeling the delivery of emergency medical supplies to hospitals using drones and 

trucks in the response phase of the Haiti earthquake, during which the strategic aim of humanitarian operations 

is to save lives and protect livelihoods. All the required attributes of our case scenario including the geographical 

locations of hospitals, the demand information, the supply chain network and the vehicles used for distribution 

will be integrated to the SimFramework2020. Our proposed logistics coordination algorithm will be implemented 

on the same platform.  
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6 Experimental Design and Results 

Having developed a solution for our problem, we now proceed to the implementation of VARA to the 

Haiti earthquake case study using the simulation model described in Chapter 5. In this chapter, we present the 

simulation experiments we will conduct and discuss the results. Section 6.1 explains the initial setup and 

parameters of the simulation experiments. In Section 6.2, we discuss the pilot experiments we carry out to verify 

the accuracy and credibility of our model. Section 6.3 explains the three types of experiments we conduct on the 

Haiti earthquake case and discuss the results obtained. We conclude the chapter with a summary in Section 6.4.  

6.1 Simulation Setup 

Recall from our discussion in Chapter 5 that this study models the distribution of a medical emergency 

kit (i.e., the basic module) to state and field hospitals throughout metropolitan Port-au-Prince and the surrounding 

regions of Haiti affected by the earthquake. To do this, we went through five layers of SimFramework2020 in 

Section 5.2 and described how we model the Haiti case by using a variety of information. These input data 

include the specifications of the basic module, the geographic location and the demand of the hospitals that 

receive the emergency kit, the condition (accessibility) of the supply chain network as well as the characteristics 

of the drones and trucks used for the distribution of supplies. All these inputs, except for the accessibility 

information, are deterministic in our simulation model. Given these inputs, the VARA discussed in Chapter 4 is 

implemented in the model. 

In order to run the simulation experiments, we need to determine the warmup period, the length of simulation, 

and the number of replications. The objective of the research encompasses the study of relief distribution to 

hospitals shortly after a natural disaster occurs. This represents a terminating simulation since the simulation run 

ends naturally when all the relief requests are delivered. Hence, the performance of the system, including the 

response times and the operational costs, depend on the run length of the simulation, which varies according to 

the specific experimental setting. This requires us to study the transient behavior of the system from the departure 

of the first vehicle from the logistics hub to the return of the last vehicle to the logistics hub. With this in mind, 

the impact of initial conditions must be included in our study with no warmup period considered. However, we 

perform multiple independent simulation runs (replications) to account for the stochasticity of the system caused 

by the existence of randomized road accessibility information in the input data and randomized operators in the 

adaptive improvement heuristic. To determine the required number of replications, we apply the Sequential 

procedure presented by (Law, 2015). First, we run 40 replications on a fleet of 4 drones and 3 trucks by applying 

the VARA. We then find the total operational cost for each replication. With a sample size 𝑛 = 40, the sample 
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mean of the total operational costs ℳ = 9823.3 and sample standard deviation 𝑆𝑑 = 686. For a confidence 

level of 99.5%, the half-width of the confidence interval relative to the mean is given by: 

(𝑡𝑛−1, (1 −
𝛼

2√(𝑆2
)/ 𝑛))/ℳ 

we use  = 0.025 for our estimate of the relative error. Then, the actual relative error is given by: 

’ = /(1-) = 0.02439 

We sequentially compute the relative error from n = 1. The minimal number of replications for which the relative 

error is less than the actual error is found to be 21 replications. Hence, in all the upcoming simulations 

experiments, we carry out 21 independent replications for each unique configuration studied. See Appendix B 

for the spreadsheet showing the implementation of the sequential approach. 

6.2 Model Verification 

Before conducting the actual experiments from which conclusions can be made, we conducted several 

trial experiments to verify that the model implementation and its associated results accurately represent the 

conceptual description and the expected output. With the existing simulation framework in place, we carried out 

pilot runs by implementing VARA on the Haiti disaster case to measure the accuracy of our solution method. In 

general, we used three methods to verify the accuracy of our solution.  

The first is by comparing the simulation outputs to the heuristic outputs for consistency. For instance, we 

compared the operational costs computed in the simulation runs with the one that is calculated in the 

implementation of the adaptive improvement heuristic. In SimFramework2020, the operational costs of loading 

vehicles, transporting supplies and unloading supplies are computed while the actual simulation is run (step 7 in 

Section 5.1). Before the simulation is carried out, we implement our adaptive improvement heuristic on the initial 

solution obtained from the hybrid constructive heuristic (step 6 in Section 5.1). Every time the solution is 

destructed, reconstructed, improved, worsened and so on, we separately calculate the changes in costs as a result 

of the modified vehicle allocation and routing plan. In other words, every time a neighboring solution is 

generated, we evaluate the total operational costs of the new solution from scratch. Once the VARA is finished, 

we run the simulation with the improved solution and compare the two results for consistency. Table 6.1 and 6.2 

illustrate the output of an experiment with 4 drones and 3 trucks. It can be observed that the calculated costs in 

our solution are reasonably close to the actual simulated costs. The total calculated operational costs, for example, 

is within less than 0.4% deviation from its simulated equivalent. A slight deviation is observed mostly in the 

moving costs of UAVs possibly due to the added flying time of drones in the simulation when changing direction 

along a curve, a factor that is not considered in our heuristics. The fact that the cost computations are precise 
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implies that the route planning is also reasonable because the operational costs are directly computed from the 

operational times of loading, moving and unloading. 

 

Table 6.1 Operational cost output of the adaptive improvement heuristic with 4 drones and 3 Trucks 

 

Table 6.2 The output of the simulation with 4 drones and 3 Trucks 

The same can be said for the total distance covered during the delivery operation, since the vehicles travel with 

a constant speed throughout the operation.  

The second method we used to verify our solution is to compare the total basic module demand of all 

hospitals with the total relief delivered to sites at the end of the simulation to make sure that our solution leaves 

no demand unaccounted for. With each of the 43 state hospitals having a basic module demand of 230 kg (153kg 

of basic unit and 77kg of malaria unit) and each of the 12 field hospitals having a basic module demand of 65 kg 

(43kg of basic unit and 22kg of malaria unit), we get a total demand of 43 ∗ 230 𝑘𝑔 + 12 ∗ 65 𝑘𝑔 = 10,670 kg, 

which is the same as the total amount of aid delivered in the simulation experiment shown in Table 6.2. 

The easiest, but possibly most important, way to verify the accuracy of our routing algorithm is to check whether 

the resulting route plan has a reasonable sequence of locations and satisfies all the vehicle constraints. For 

example, in the route plan presented in Table 6.3, we can observe that all the trips satisfy the capacity constraint 

of a UAV (a maximum of 160 kg per trip). There is also no revisit of the same location except when delivering 

VehicleType CostsLoading CostsMoving CostsUnloading

Truck 80 1902.252833 627.7111111

Truck 80 1284.862323 472.6444444

Truck 80 38.26067639 46.06666667

UAV 62.5 26.62912932 4.166666667

UAV 500 765.7089765 62.5

UAV 62.5 11.06055179 4.166666667

UAV 750 1863.163647 58.33333333

TotalCost 8782.527

VehicleType CostsLoading CostsMoving CostsUnloading AmountKG

Truck 80 1902.252833 631.1111111 4847

Truck 80 1284.862323 478.6666667 3269

Truck 80 38.26267639 46.66666667 273

UAV 62.5 27.66898406 4.166666667 77

UAV 500 773.9485942 62.5 1041

UAV 62.5 13.25092594 4.166666667 22

UAV 750 1875.747123 58.33333333 1141

TotalCost 8816.6046

TotalDelivered 10670
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a different category of medical supplies, such as in the case of Location 25 and Location 27. The route of the 

UAV also ends in the logistics hub or depot (Location 1) as desired. It is important that these conditions are 

accurately satisfied since the VARA continuously destructs existing solutions and reconstructs them from scratch 

through the destroy and repair heuristics. 

 

Table 6.3 An example of a route plan for a single drone in an experiment with 3 drones and 2 Trucks 

6.3 Experiments and Analysis of Results 

In this section, we present the experiments carried out in our study and discuss the results. We perform 

three types of experiments. The first is the experimentation on the accessibility of hospitals, discussed in Section 

6.3.2. In Section 6.3.3, we investigate the effectiveness of individual destroy/repair operators implemented in 

the improvement heuristic. In the final set of experiments, we simulate delivery operations with fleets involving 

different number of drones and trucks. We implement the simulation model and the solution methods using 

Technomatix Plant Simulation 16.1. The experiments are carried out on a computer with AMD Ryzen 5 4500U 

with Radeon Graphics, 2375 MHz, 6 Core(s), 6 Logical Processor(s) and 8 GB of RAM. We begin this subsection 

by discussing how we tuned the parameters of the SA algorithm. 

6.3.1 Tuning SA Parameters  

The SA algorithm takes in four major user defined parameters. These parameters are the initial 

temperature 𝑇𝑜, the cooling factor c (0 <  c < 1), the length of Markovchain which is the number of iterations 

after which the temperature is altered and minimum temperature 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛, at which the algorithm terminates. The 

value of these parameters affect the performance of SA since each of them have specific purposes that dictate 

Location AmountKG Category TripNr

14 153 BasicUnit 1

1 0 1

25 43 BasicUnit 2

25 22 MalariaUnit 2

28 22 MalariaUnit 2

29 22 MalariaUnit 2

1 0 2

18 77 MalariaUnit 3

32 77 MalariaUnit 3

1 0 3

27 22 MalariaUnit 4

19 77 MalariaUnit 4

1 0 4

10 77 MalariaUnit 5

27 43 BasicUnit 5

1 0 5
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the function of SA as discussed in Section 4.3.2. Although parameter optimization falls outside the scope of our 

study, we have tried to determine a decent set of parameters through extensive experimentation with the model. 

Here we present the result of our tuning experiment with a 4-drone 3-truck configuration for illustration.  

 

c = 0.01, 𝑇𝑜 = 1000,  𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 0.001, MC = 100 

 

  

c = 0.01, 𝑇𝑜 = 1000,  𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 0.0001, MC = 1000               c = 0.01, 𝑇𝑜 = 1000,  𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 0.00001, MC = 1000 

Figure 6.1 Parameter tuning in Adaptive SA-1 

We set 𝑇𝑜sufficiently high at 1000 to provide sufficient time at the start of the algorithm for neighborhood 

exploration. We found a high length of Markovchain (MC in Figure 6.1) to be necessary for increasing the depth 

of the search and improving the quality of the solution. Overall, a combination of high MC and a sufficiently 

low 𝑇𝑚𝑖𝑛 is observed to provide stability to the solution and yields a superior performance as shown in Graph C 

and D of Figure 6.1. In the experiments hereafter, we will use the SA parameters corresponding to Graph D. 
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6.3.2 Hospital Accessibility  

In this section, we try to observe the impact of uncertainty surrounding road accessibility on operational 

performance by performing several randomized experiments. The road accessibility experiments will be carried 

out by varying ProbAccess between 0.2 and 0.7. ProbAccess is a probabilistic weight assigned to each hospital 

before the start of an experiment and decides the likelihood of accessibility of that particular hospital by trucks. 

For example, if ProbAccess is 0.2, then in that particular experiment the chance of a given hospital being 

accessible by road is 40 %.. The result of the simulation experiments illustrated in Figure 6.5 shows the effect of 

variability in road conditions on different performance indicators .  

 

Table 6.4 Result of road accessibility experiment on a fleet of 4-drones and 3-trucks 

The observed total costs are comprised of the variable operational costs of loading, moving, and unloading 

supplies. Relief distribution under better road conditions are observed to cost less as more locations are visited 

by trucks than drones. There is approximately 30% reduction in variable costs for a 50% increase in road 

accessibility. However, average travel times across all vehicles tend to increase mainly due to the fact that 

response times of individual sites served by trucks are sacrificed as a result of longer truck journeys that last to 

almost 24 hours in the case of a 70% road accessibility. When response times become a priority, the Adaptive 

SA-2 can result in a more balanced response time distribution across drones and trucks. We will demonstrate 

these results in Section 6.3.3. 

In all future experiments, we set ProbAccess to roughly 40% to reflect a more than half road damage in 

the capital city and the surrounding areas. This would mean that in each replication of a given configuration on 

average 22 of the 55 hospitals are eligible for truck delivery. Although the actual road conditions after the disaster 

may have been worse, we believe that implementing a more pessimistic scenario in our experiment can cause 

overreliance on drone delivery and goes against the goal of our study. Our research aims to uncover conditions 

where delivery by drones is cheaper than that of trucks, which could only happen in the case of delivery to 

accessible sites. If hardly any hospitals are accessible, there will be few to no scenarios where drones and trucks 

Prob 

Access 

Cost Hybrid 

Const (EUR)

Cost 

Adaptive 

SA-1 (EUR)

Avg Travel 

Time/Truck (hr)

Avg Travel 

Time/UAV 

(hr)

Avg Travel 

Time/vehicle 

(hr)

Delivered 

Amount 

(KG)

20% 11699 10591 10.4 8.1 9.1 10670

30% 12352 10591 13.6 7.3 10.0 10670

40% 12126 9185 16.1 5.3 9.9 10670

50% 12280 9059 19.0 4.5 10.7 10670

60% 12251 8435 21.1 3.4 11.0 10670

70% 11985 8122 22.5 2.7 11.2 10670
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compete for the same hospital. On the other hand, the opposite approach of assuming higher ProbAccess will 

cause significant deviation from realistic settings as many reports after the Haiti disaster suggested that the 

majority of roads and buildings in the capital city and the surrounding areas were severely damaged.  

6.3.3 Operator Configuration 

In this part, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the hybrid constructive heuristic and individual 

destroy/repair operators implemented in the improvement heuristic. We conduct the experiments with a fleet of 

5-drones and 3-trucks and obtain the results presented in Table 6.5. The heuristics implemented are sorted 

according to their performance based on total operational cost. First, the Hybrid Constructive heuristic generate 

the first complete initial feasible solution where each 

 

Table 6.5 Result of operator configuration experiment on a fleet of 5-drones and 3-trucks 

vehicle serves at least one hospital and the demand of all hospitals is satisfied. Then, individual operators are 

implemented on the initial solution and the resulting performance is observed separately. Finally, the combined 

performance of all operators is demonstrated through the Adaptive SA-V1 and Adaptive SA-V2. The percentage 

of total demand served by drones is presented as UAV Share of Delivery. The mean individual completion times 

(average makespan) computed as the average operational duration required to satisfy the demand of all hospitals 

assigned to a particular vehicle type is presented in column 4 and 5. The last two columns contain the sum of the 

distance covered by all vehicles for each vehicle type. The constructive heuristic shows the worst performance 

in terms of cost as expected. The Drone-to-Truck-V1 outperforms all the other operators. Our improvement 

heuristic Adaptive SA-V1 has proven effective by reducing the initial cost by almost 18%. The total distance 

covered by drones and trucks have also decreased by 20% each. However, the comparison of the travel times of 

Heuristic Method TotalCost(EUR)

UAV Share of 

Delivery

Avg 

Makespan/

Truck (hr)

Avg 

Makespan/

UAV (hr)

Total Distance 

UAV (km)

Total 

Distance 

Truck(km)

Hybrid Constructive 12456 74% 13.3 7.4 3122.2 923.4

Drone-to-Drone 12222 73% 13.7 7.1 2972 950

Truck Shuffle 12187 72% 13.6 7.1 2997.8 936.2

Truck-to-Truck 11906 73% 12.1 7.2 3007 805

Drone Shuffle 11901 74% 10.9 7.4 3162.0 709.2

Drone-to-Truck V2 11854 79% 12.5 7.1 2574.2 910.9

Drone-to-Truck V1 11330 60% 17.9 5.6 2297.6 1265.4

Adaptive SA V2 11267 78% 7.4 7.6 3079.6 450.7

Adaptive SA V1 10280 60% 11.5 6.0 2495.9 734.9

Improvement 

Heuristics

Destroy/Repair 

Operators

Constructiv

e Heuristics
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individual vehicle types shows excessive imbalance, where a truck takes around twice as long as a drone to 

complete its delivery operation. This implies that some hospitals will be served in a few hours, while others may 

not be visited until the next day. In comparison, despite being more costly, Adaptive SA-V2 generates a 

proportionate solution where the average travel times for drones and trucks are fairly comparable with 7.6 and 

7.4 hours respectively. This can be attributed due to the fact that Adaptive SA-V1, contrary to Adaptive SA-V2’s 

swap-based operator, uses the move-based Drone-to-Truck-V1 operator which removes locations from drones 

and allocates them to trucks as long as operational costs are reduced, resulting in longer truck journeys. 

We conducted additional experiments to compare the actual rate of selection of destroy/repair operators 

within the Adaptive SA algorithm with the results of separate implementations presented in Table 6.5. We know 

that Adaptive SA uses operators that improve the solution more frequently and use those that deteriorate the 

solution less frequently. To observe the results of this logic, we computed the average rate of selection of each 

operator from the number of times each operator is selected to generate neighboring solutions in each replication. 

To reduce the effect of the acceptance of non-improving solutions on the selection probability of operators, we 

initiate the counting procedure halfway through the run of the algorithm. The results obtained in Figure 6.2 show 

a different order of  

 

Figure 6.2 The rate of selection of operators in Adaptive SA-V1  

operator performance to what we observed in Table 6.5. The best performing Drone-to-Truck-V1 operator in 

our earlier experiment is now outperformed by all but the Truck Shuffle operator, whereas the worst performing 

Drone Shuffle operator is now the second most selected operator with an average of 28% selection probability. 

This contradiction is fairly expected since Adaptive SA algorithm makes decisions by learning the combined 

effect of operators as opposed to their individuate performance. The capacity of an operator to improve a solution 

785.1

1285.4

845.1

46.7 37.7

Average Frequency of Selection

Truck-to-Truck Drone-to-Drone Drone Shuffle

Drone-to-Truck Version 1 Truck Shuffle
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is dependent on the nature of that particular solution. The constant destruction and reconstruction of the vehicle 

assignment and routing plan by some operators opens up possibilities for other operators to perform better or 

worse than they did before on the same vehicle. For instance, the improved performance of the Drone-Shuffle 

operator is possibly caused by the Drone-to-Drone operator’s continuous renewal of drone assignment plans 

paving the way for new and potentially improving routing possibilities. 

6.3.4 Fleet Composition  

In this experiment, the VARA will be implemented based on three scenarios: truck-only, drones-only and 

combined scenario. The motivation for this division is to evaluate the individual and combined performance of 

each vehicle type, to make comparisons in light of the results and obtain useful insights based on the 

comparisons. In the trucks-only scenario, the demand of all accessible locations will be met by trucks, whereas 

inaccessible locations will remain unserved. An initial solution will be generated using the Sequential Nearest 

Neighbor Heuristic described in Section 4.3.1 E. Then, the resulting initial solution undergoes the Adaptive 

Improvement Heuristic illustrated in Section 4.3.2 using the Truck Shuffle and the Truck-to-Truck operators. 

We set up four configurations with the number of trucks ranging from two to five as shown in Table 6.6. If the 

distribution of medical supplies were to be carried out solely by trucks, half of the demand requests will remain 

unsatisfied regardless of the available fleet size. Given the fact that on average 40% of hospitals were accessible, 

it is to be expected that around 60% of the demand remains unfulfilled. When it comes to response times, it can 

be inferred from Table 6.6 that one has to deploy at least 3 more trucks in order to reduce the average operational 

duration of a 2-truck fleet by half.  

 

Table 6.6 Result of Truck-only experiments with different fleet size 

In the drones-only scenario, all accessible and inaccessible locations will be assigned to drones. The 

initial solution will be generated using the heuristics discussed in Section 4.3.1 A - C with the only change being 

the incorporation of accessible locations in the Daisy Trip Generator and the exclusion of the Remote Assignment 

Heuristic. Then, the resulting initial solution undergoes the improvement Heuristic illustrated in Section 4.3.2 

using Drone Shuffle and the Drone-to-Drone operators. WFA UAVs are operated in squads of 2 – 5 aircrafts, so 

we carried out experiments with a maximum number of five drones as shown in Table 6.7. The results show that, 

NrTruck Total Cost(EUR)

Demand 

unmet 

(%)

Avg Travel 

Time/Truck 

(hr)

Total Distance 

Truck (km)

2 2773.2 51% 17.3 710.6

3 2889.9 51% 12.0 719.5

4 3218.7 49% 10.1 804.3

5 3490.6 49% 8.7 865.6
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contrary to trucks, in the case of a drone-only relief distribution, an increase in fleet size does not affect 

operational costs or the amount of distance covered. Without considering the impact of fixed vehicle costs, 

deploying additional drones to existing fleet will be efficient in terms of both cost and delivery times as it 

improved completion times without compromising operational costs. Assuming a maximum daily working 

duration of 12 hours (6:00 – 18:00), at least 4 drones will be required to distribute 10,670 kg (10.7 ton) of 

emergency medical supplies to 43 state and 12 field hospitals within a single day. In case of a 2-day deadline, 2 

drones will be sufficient to meet the same amount of demand, while a single drone will take up to 4 days. In any 

case, for every kg of demand satisfied, the overall operational costs of loading, transporting and unloading cargo 

will be approximately 1.07 Euro.  

 

Table 6.7 The result of Drone-only experiments with different fleet size   

To study the behavior of heterogeneous fleets, we conducted further experiments using 16 configurations 

each with distinct combination of trucks and drones ranging from 2 to 5. All the configurations are feasible in a 

sense that the demand of all hospitals is satisfied. We illustrated the results of different key performance 

indicators on Table 6.8.  

The variations in operational performance as a result of increasing or decreasing the fleet size of either 

vehicle can be observed in Table 6.8. The share of delivery of each vehicle type seems to remain relatively stable 

throughout all configurations, around 40% for trucks and 60% for drones. This can be a manifestation of the 

40% ProbAccess input used in the model. Of course, there is an important trade-off between choosing a drone 

or a truck for a particular delivery. WFA MiniFreighter SN001 model used in our model are 4.7 times faster, yet 

3.1 times more costly than trucks. In our analysis of the solutions generated by the improvement heuristic for 

different fleet configurations, we have not found an instance where drones were preferred over trucks for 

conducting delivery to accessible sites. Trucks remain the cheaper option for journeys to even the most remote 

hospitals. 

NrUAV Total Cost(EUR)

Demand 

unmet 

Avg Makespan 

/UAV (hr)

Total Distance 

UAV (km)

1 11420 0 45.7 3708

2 11419 0 22.8 3707

3 11419 0 15.2 3708

4 11419 0 11.4 3707

5 11419 0 9.1 3707
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Table 6.8 Result of combined fleet experiments with different vehicle composition   

This suggests that the Remote Assignment heuristic is redundant for our case scenario as its routing decisions 

are never retained at the end the Adaptive SA improvement heuristic. For instance, the most remote hospital in 

our case is the Jeremie Hospital. it takes 8.3 hours and costs 664 Euro for a truck to make one trip to the Jeremie 

hospital from the logistic hub. A drone, on the other hand, can reach the same hospital in 1.3 hours and costs half 

as much with 333 Euro. Despite of this significant cost difference, trucks serve both the basic and malaria unit 

demand of Jeremie hospital in all observed solutions of different configurations. This is likely caused by the 

significant difference in payload capacity between the two vehicle types. Jeremie is a state hospital with a basic 

unit demand of 153 kg and a malaria unit demand of 77kg. If a drone was to be preferred over a truck to deliver 

a package of the basic unit to this hospital, the drone will have to return back to the depot immediately after 

delivery since its remaining capacity after making one delivery will be less than the minimum demand of any 

other hospital, which is 22 kg. This means the actual cost of serving Jeremie Hospital by drone is 333 Euro for 

going and another 333 Euro for immediately returning back to the depot making up a total of 666 Euro, which 

eventually exceeds the cost of delivery by truck. A truck, on the other hand, can easily combine multiple nearby 

locations after serving Jeremie before returning to the depot again, thus incurring a lower cost per delivered 

payload.  

Config NrUAV NrTruck

Total Cost 

(EUR)

Demand 

Unmet

Share 

Delivery 

Truck

Share 

Delivery 

UAV

Total 

Distance 

UAV(km)

Total 

Distance 

Truck(km)

1 2 2 9979 0 40% 60% 2394 771

2 2 3 10261 0 40% 60% 2402 806

3 2 4 10574 0 37% 63% 2560 755

4 2 5 10768 0 39% 61% 2362 953

5 3 2 9956 0 40% 60% 2201 861

6 3 3 10157 0 39% 61% 2290 826

7 3 4 10404 0 40% 60% 2341 861

8 3 5 10514 0 43% 57% 2378 892

9 4 2 10120 0 39% 61% 2333 824

10 4 3 10314 0 40% 60% 2549 721

11 4 4 10549 0 40% 60% 2424 861

12 4 5 10412 0 42% 58% 2310 877

13 5 2 10036 0 41% 59% 2354 786

14 5 3 10287 0 38% 62% 2437 767

15 5 4 10363 0 41% 59% 2464 778

16 5 5 10609 0 42% 58% 2366 904
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Table 6.9 Average of individual makespans of each vehicle type for combined fleet experiments  

A more interesting result is obtained when we look at the effect of varying fleet size on response times 

presented in Table 6.9. Deploying more trucks without acquiring additional drones keeps the makespan of drones 

unchanged, which is expected since trucks cannot share the burden of drones to serve inaccessible hospitals. 

However, the fact that deploying more drones while fixing the number of trucks does not affect the makespan of 

trucks indicates that trucks are always the cheaper alternative when there is a competition between the two 

vehicle types for the same hospital. According to the results, Configuration 14 corresponding to a fleet of 5-

drones and 3-trucks is the least expensive fleet composition that is able to satisfy all relief requests in one day, 

assuming a maximum daily working period of 12 hours.  

6.3.5 Extended Case Study 

In the experiments we conducted so far, we used the data obtained from the Haiti Earthquake to model 

the distribution of emergency medical supplies with low-volume and high-value characteristics. We simulated 

the delivery of a total of 10,670 kg of supplies to 55 state and field hospitals using a single-period distribution 

plan. In this experiment, we aim to demonstrate the performance of our proposed algorithm in the case of 

distributing relief items with recurring demand such as food items and shelter kits. Adjacent to that, we are 

interested in observing the impact of UAVs in the delivery of high-volume and relatively low-value humanitarian 

Config NrTruck NrUAV

Average 

Makespan/ 

truck (hr)

Average 

Makespan/

UAV (hr)

1 2 2 17.4 14.4

5 2 3 18.8 9.3

9 2 4 18.1 7.2

13 2 5 17.8 5.8

2 3 2 12.4 14.6

6 3 3 12.6 9.5

10 3 4 11.4 7.6

14 3 5 11.8 6.0

3 4 2 9.0 15.4

7 4 3 10.0 9.6

11 4 4 10.0 7.4

15 4 5 9.4 5.9

4 5 2 8.8 14.5

8 5 3 8.5 9.5

12 5 4 8.4 7.1

16 5 5 8.6 5.7
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supplies. To do this, we create a hypothetical case scenario where the hospitals now represent shelter camps that 

request certain amount of relief goods that need to be delivered every day.  

To reflect realistic demand requirements, the daily relief request of shelter camps is adapted from the 

observed demand of food and shelter kits after the earthquake of Sulawesi in 2018 (Steenbergen & Mes, 2020). 

The total daily demand of the 55 camps amounts to 124,164 kg (refer to Appendix D for the demands of each 

camp). Similar to the original case study, trucks and drones will be deployed together to distribute relief goods 

to shelter camps. However, the accessibility of individual camps is assumed to be known with certainty. 25 of 

the 55 camps are accessible, which translates to 45.5% rate of accessibility (similar to the 40% rate set in our 

original case study). Trucks will use the road network to reach camps provided these locations are identified to 

be accessible. In the case that a camp is inaccessible, only drones can be forwarded to deliver relief goods to that 

camp. Both vehicles are dispatched at 6:00 AM and operate until 6:00 PM for 12 hours a day, during which the 

total daily demand of all camps must be satisfied. To achieve this objective, we modified the VARA algorithm 

in such a way that the available fleet of drones is predetermined, whereas the Hybrid Constructive heuristic itself 

decides how many trucks to use every day in order to satisfy the daily relief requirements, together with the 

available drones, on time. The number of drones is, thus, a partially user defined parameter, whereas the number 

of trucks is variable depending on the demand requirements and the number of drones.  

We perform each experiment as a single day plan, but the result can easily be duplicated for a demand 

recurring periodically for n periods (days, or weeks). Assuming the periods are days, if the daily demand of each 

camp remains fixed to the values presented in Appendix D, the result of our experiment for a single day delivery 

plan can be reused for each of the n days to deliver a total relief supply of 𝑛 ∗ 124,164 kg. However, it is likely 

that the relief requirements increase through time as more number of affected people arrive at camps every day. 

This requires running the algorithm every day with updated demand information (or accessibility information), 

which results in new vehicle allocation and routing decisions every day. In case of new vehicle acquisition or 

withdrawal, one can also adjust the available fleet of drones in each separate experiment (or day) to obtain the 

corresponding number of trucks required. Since only drones can serve inaccessible camps, there exists a 

minimum number of drones required to satisfy the total daily demand of inaccessible camps within the operating 

hours. This value is determined to be 27 for a one day delivery. To investigate the impact of the use of additional 

drones, we carried out multiple experiments each with different number of drones available for use. 
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Table 6.10 Experimental results for the extended case study 

The resulting performance indicators are illustrated in Table 6.10. It can be observed that the ideal 

performance across all KPIs in Table 6.10 are observed at lower number of drones and higher number of trucks. 

Setting the number of drones close enough to the minimum amount required to serve inaccessible hospitals 

resulted in the lowest total costs and the shortest response times for both vehicle types. In the original Haiti case 

study, we had found it best to keep both drones and trucks sufficiently high to obtain maximum improvement in 

response times. The result of the extended case study can be an indication of the diminished value of drones in 

the delivery of high-volume recurring demands. 

On the other hand, our proposed algorithm has shown significant cost reductions in this case study, where 

the cost improvements are always accompanied by a decrease in the share of drone delivery as shown in Table 

6.10. In a separate experiment, we also tried to investigate the effectiveness of the adaptive nature of our 

improvement heuristic. In Adaptive SA-V1 and V2, we implemented a weight adjustment mechanism that keeps 

track of the performance of the destroy and repair operators and decides which one to use depending on their 

past success rates. Now, we also run experiments with Non-Adaptive SA-V1 and V2 by deactivating the weight 

adjustment and fixing the selection probability of operators equal and uniform throughout the solution process. 

The resulting quality of solution is illustrated in Table 6.11 and Table 6.12. 

 

Table 6.10 Experimental results with and without weight adjustment on Adaptive SA-V1 

 

NrUAVs NrTrucks Heuristic TotalCost(EUR)

UAV share of 

delivery(%)

Average 

Makespan/Truck (hr)

Average 

Makespan/UAV (hr)

Hybrid Constructive 42568 25% 5.0 5.5

Adaptive SA V2 38239 24% 5.3 4.6

Adaptive SA V1 37697 24% 6.3 4.7

Hybrid Constructive 46183 29% 5.0 6.2

Adaptive SA V2 40168 27% 6.0 5.2

Adaptive SA V1 38313 27% 6.2 4.9

Hybrid Constructive 50846 36% 5.2 7.0

Adaptive SA V2 45957 33% 5.5 6.7

Adaptive SA V1 44957 34% 7.0 6.137 17

29 20

32 18

NrUAVs NrTrucks Non-Adaptive SA V1 Adaptive SA V1 Improvement (%/day)

29 20 40729 37697 7.4%

32 18 39453 38313 2.9%

37 17 48171 44957 6.7%

TotalCost(EUR)
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Table 6.10 Experimental results with and without weight adjustment on Adaptive SA-V2 

In all but one configurations shown in the above tables the adaptive version of the improvement algorithm 

provided superior performance in terms of operational costs. The cost improvements range from 2.9% to 7.4% 

per daily plan, which brings quite significant amount of savings for delivery plans repeated over multiple periods 

(days). 

6.4 Expert Opinion 

In an attempt to validate some of our design choices as well as the outcomes of our study and to obtain 

insights regarding practical considerations in humanitarian logistics, we consulted Richard Lines, an expert from 

practice via Wings For Aid. Richard Lines works in the humanitarian aid sector, went on a test mission with 

Wings For Aid in 2018 in the neighboring Dominican Republic. He is also involved in the ShelterBox and the 

Red Cross initiatives. Richard acknowledges the potential role of drones in humanitarian logistics as they 

alleviate a lot of the current concerns surrounding the efficiency of humanitarian aid delivery. More specifically, 

the impact of many of the challenges observed in disaster areas, such as persistent security concerns and damage 

to infrastructure, on the efficiency of relief delivery operations can be mitigated by using drones. He emphasizes 

the importance of accurate identification of existing needs in disaster areas and coordinating the communication 

of those needs between multiple organizations in order to get the best out of improved transport solutions such 

as drones.  

Richard confirms our design choice by describing the delivery of low-volume and high-value relief goods 

as the most attractive area of humanitarian logistics to the use of drones. Moreover, he highlights the need for a 

particular focus on critical medical items that can be supplied once and allow several days of reserve, similar to 

the case of the IEHK module. These items should be used for an extended period of time and accommodate a 

large influx of patients from disasters. However, as opposed to basic items such as the contents of the basic unit 

such as Paracetamol or the malaria unit, it is more ideal to prioritize the distribution of predetermined critical 

medical supplies such as insulin doses, whose value is significantly higher, yet remain light weight. Nevertheless, 

in the case of availability of other transport options such as helicopters, Richard describes the preferability of 

drones for humanitarian logistics as debatable. 

 

NrUAVs NrTrucks Non-Adaptive SA V2 Adaptive SA V2 Improvement (%)

29 20 39458 38239 3.1%

32 18 41378 40168 2.9%

37 17 45355 45957 -1.3%

TotalCost(EUR)
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6.5 Conclusion 

In this chapter, we discussed the application of the VARA algorithm to the Haiti earthquake through 

several simulation experiments. The proposed Hybrid constructive solution have successfully produced complete 

feasible solutions for different fleet sizes and stochastic road conditions. The Adaptive SA, on the other hand, 

have improved the solution qualities. Trucks remain the cheaper option for journeys to even the most remote 

hospitals. On the other hand, drones are much more efficient in the case of operations where substantially lower 

delivery times are expected. The solution output of Adaptive SA-V1 can cause equity concerns where some 

hospitals are visited in a few hours, whereas delivery to others might be delayed to the next day. The Adaptive 

SA-V2 remedies this situation by producing a more balanced distribution of supplies across all vehicles at the 

expense of operational costs. Assigning drones for delivery to remote locations reduces response times 

significantly, but is not necessarily a cheaper alternative overall. 
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7 Conclusion 

The primary motivation for our study was to investigate the potential of WFA drones to improve the 

efficiency of humanitarian logistics operations with their distinguishing characteristics. Given the fact that the 

deployment of drones in humanitarian cargo logistics is still a novelty, this dedicated transport solution 

specifically designed for humanitarian missions offered us possibilities to raise some interesting research 

questions. The main research question of this thesis was as follows: 

In what ways and to what extent would the use of UAVs have been beneficial to deliver aid effectively in 

the humanitarian mission of the Haiti earthquake? 

To address this question, we began our research by conducting a context analysis to understand the 

disaster conditions in the response period of the Haiti earthquake and unveil possibilities where WFA drones can 

be particularly beneficial. We identified several operational limitations and logistical challenges to which WFA 

drones can provide a solution such as the damages to the airport limiting its operational capacity, inoperable 

harbor facilities due to a severely damaged port, the congestion of logistic hubs, roads and bridges with relief 

supplies and people trying to leave Haiti, security concerns in ground transportation, challenging infrastructure 

to manage the flow of goods to the most affected people due to severe damage sustained by roads and many 

more. 

We then carried out a comprehensive review of the literature on vehicle routing problems involving 

heterogeneous fleets and on the application of UAVs in disaster management operations, with the goal of 

learning from existing research how UAVs can be utilized in the context of last-mile humanitarian logistics. Our 

analysis suggested that drones can add value to humanitarian logistics particularly in the distribution of high-

value, low-volume, and lightweight items to remote, hard-to-access, cut-off, or isolated locations. This concerns 

the delivery of emergency medical supplies such as vaccines, medicines, first aid kits, or other perishable relief 

items that are most needed in the initial rescuing period. Due to their sensitivity to external conditions and their 

crucial importance to save lives, these items need to be transported to hospitals and clinics immediately, which 

made the deployment of drones for these items particularly relevant. Evidently, we modelled the distribution of 

a pre-packed and standardized medical emergency kit designed by WHO called the Interagency Emergency 

Health Kit 2017 (IEHK) to state and field hospitals scattered throughout metropolitan Port-au-Prince and the 

surrounding regions of Haiti affected by the earthquake.  

We modelled all the required attributes of our case scenario in an existing simulation framework. As 

opposed to most theoretical approaches used for modeling humanitarian logistics operations, we considered in 
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our model the uncertainty surrounding road functionality and the disruption of a critical transportation network 

by employing a stochastic road accessibility approach. To optimize the distribution of medical supplies to 

hospitals, we designed a coordination algorithm called VARA that makes vehicle allocation and routing 

decisions involving trucks and drones. VARA employs a Hybrid constructive heuristic and an Adaptive SA 

heuristic each comprised of several constructive and improvement algorithms that iteratively build, destroy and 

reconstruct vehicle assignment and routing plans.  

By conducting simulation experiments on our case scenario using VARA, we investigated how we can 

deploy a fleet of m-drones and n-trucks to meet the demand of emergency medical supplies in the most cost-

effective way. We conducted three major types of experiments. In the first set of experiments, we carried out 

several randomized simulations with different combinations of accessible and inaccessible hospitals with the 

goal of assessing the impact of uncertainty surrounding hospital accessibility on operational performance of 

heterogeneous fleets of drones and trucks. In the next set of experiments, we studied the performance of the 

different techniques included in our proposed vehicle routing algorithm by implementing the constructive 

heuristic and destroy/repair operators separately. In the final set of experiments, we simulated delivery operations 

with fleets involving different number of drones and trucks with the goal of evaluating the combined and 

individual performance of each vehicle type. We obtained several useful insights by observing the variations in 

key performance indicators as a result of altering fleet compositions. In a separate experiment of a hypothetical 

case study, we tried to demonstrate the diminishing value of drones in the case of distributing high-volume and 

low-value relief items with recurring demand such as food items and shelter kits. Using this extended case study, 

we also showed the cost effectiveness of the adaptive improvement heuristic. 

Overall, we can say that our study demonstrated scenarios where the application of WFA drones, whether 

as a standalone operator or in collaboration with trucks, can contribute to humanitarian logistics. The 

implementation of our proposed algorithm on the case study produced significant improvements in different 

KPIs such as operational costs and response times. The algorithm is flexible and can be easily adapted to optimize 

other disaster scenarios. Moreover, the inclusion of several attributes of real-life disaster scenarios in our model 

makes our analysis reliable for practical applications. 

7.1 Recommendations and Future Research 

Owing to the fact that existing real-time knowledge on the use of drones for cargo delivery is insufficient, 

the results of this study can provide valuable input for future research in the area. In our simulation model, we 

tried to build a realistic representation of the Haiti case study by incorporating real-life constraints such as limited 

hospital accessibility. However, the representation of some practical attributes of the earthquake has been limited 
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by the lack of complete and precise data on the disaster. For example, we approximated the demand of medical 

supplies using the total number of people who suffered injuries as a result of the earthquake, although the actual 

demand may have been more, for example, due to the demand from people affected by disease outbreaks. We 

also assumed even distribution of demand amongst hospitals of the same category, while the actual demand of 

medical supplies likely varied depending on the size of staff or facilities of a particular hospital. We carried out 

the extended case study to observe the impact of high-volume disproportionate demand distributions. However, 

future research can be conducted on low-volume disproportionate relief requests of hospitals, on which drones 

can have a significant contribution. 

The proposed improvement heuristic has several user defined parameters that can be adjusted depending 

on the problem characteristics. In our study, these design choices were motivated through experimentation. In 

this regard, it is interesting to consider the problem of choosing a set of optimal hyperparameters that yield 

superior solution quality.  

Another possible research area include the prioritization between distribution of relief items of different 

categories, such as making sure that the basic unit demand of all hospitals is satisfied before the malaria unit is 

ready for dispatch. This approach would be particularly relevant for the transportation of heterogeneous cargo 

containing unrelated items with different characteristics in terms of value, precedence or expiry date.   
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9 Appendices 

9.1 Appendix A: The Full List of Supplies Included in the IEHK Basic Module 
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9.2 Appendix B: The Geographic Coordinates of the Logistic Hub and Hospitals  

 

LocationNr LocationName Longitude Latitude

1 Airport (Depot) -72.314652 18.58039

2 OFATMA -72.336427 18.5439

3 Hopital La Paix -72.282837 18.54006

4 Hopital Canape Vert -72.317942 18.53398

5 Hopital Saint Franpois de Sales -72.344398 18.53762

6 Hopital Franpais -72.34448 18.53872

7 Hopital de Fermathe -72.294 18.47

8 Hopital Saint Damien -72.2693 18.56878

9 CDTI -72.3311 18.53663

10 Hopital Le Messie -72.338167 18.54014

11 Hopital lsraulien -72.331389 19.55694

12 Hopital Eliazar Germain -72.2889 18.5174

13 Hopitalde de la Unversitu daeetat -72.340596 18.53886

14 Hopital de la Communaut Ha tienne -72.272226 18.52365

15 CLIMAPEV -72.2822 18.5126

16 Grace Chidrens Hospital -72.3017 18.55992

17 Hopital de Diquini -72.3863 18.5311

18 Hopital de Jacmel (Appui chilien) -72.5421 18.2379

19 Hopital St Esprit -72.337108 18.53162

20 Hopital Albert Schweitzer -72.490792 19.07444

21 Israeli Field Hospital -72.337196 19.5491

22 Russian Field Hospital -72.252433 18.52298

23 Spanish Field Hospital -72.299059 18.55653

24 Italian Field Hospital -72.249506 18.56403

25 Norwegian Surgical Field Hospital -72.3399 18.53988

26 German/Finnish Field Hospital -72.406589 18.53586

27 Finnish BHC Unit Place Jeremie Field Hospital -72.3384 18.5305

28 Finnish BHC Unit Croix-Deprez Field Hospital -72.332083 18.52522

29 Japanese BHC Unit Field Hospital -72.317053 18.53591

30 Centre Hopitalier de Carrefour -72.386803 18.533

31 Hopital de Carrefour -72.3825 18.5305

32 Medimax -72.386803 18.4675

33 Colombian Field Hospital -72.287201 18.5777

34 Clinimed -72.289902 18.5641

35 Belgium Field Hospital -72.2976 18.5577

36 Delmas -72.300102 18.5496

37 Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) -72.307999 18.535

38 Hopital Bernard Mevs -72.311096 18.5493

39 German BHC unit Field Hospital -72.298302 18.5388

40 Polyclinique de la Croix Dieu / DASH -72.293404 18.5375

41 Hopital Delmas Musseau -72.292801 18.5305

42 Unite Chirurgicale Degand -72.288101 18.5149

43 Hopital Saint Landry -72.292198 18.5154

44 CityMed Petion Ville -72.286301 18.5112

45 Martissant -72.421501 18.5408

46 Medishare -71.951594 19.00405

47 Belge de Leogane -72.641403 18.5136

48 De grand Goave -72.775597 18.4208

49 Hopital Saint Nicolas de St Marc -72.697098 19.1178

50 Hopital de Petit Goave -72.8666 18.4486

51 Jeremie Hospital -74.104797 18.6236

52 Carrefour Feuille -72.340897 18.5236

53 Centre de Sante de Lascahobas -71.93565 18.83063

54 Thiote Hospital -71.85 18.25

55 HAS PLASSAC UF 8 -71.9167 18.7

56 Centre de Sante de Cabaret -72.421928 18.74267
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9.3 Appendix C: The Sequential Approach  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Replication Total Cost Mean Var Tvalue CIHW RelError Check

1 9641.516227

2 9863.213338 9752.365 24574.8 6.313752 699.8702 0.071764 NOT ENOUGH

3 10128.06094 9877.597 59336.6 2.919986 410.6591 0.041575 NOT ENOUGH

4 9178.554744 9702.836 161722.7 2.353363 473.1997 0.048769 NOT ENOUGH

5 8428.638049 9447.997 446008.3 2.131847 636.7111 0.067391 NOT ENOUGH

6 9509.087999 9458.179 357428.6 2.015048 491.8181 0.051999 NOT ENOUGH

7 8950.155299 9385.604 334726.9 1.94318 424.9221 0.045274 NOT ENOUGH

8 9242.252396 9367.685 289477.4 1.894579 360.3919 0.038472 NOT ENOUGH

9 9853.787696 9421.696 279547.9 1.859548 327.7285 0.034784 NOT ENOUGH

10 10205.86219 9500.113 309978.6 1.833113 322.7417 0.033972 NOT ENOUGH

11 10527.47961 9593.51 374933.7 1.812461 334.6182 0.03488 NOT ENOUGH

12 9241.05323 9564.138 351200.9 1.795885 307.2315 0.032123 NOT ENOUGH

13 10549.8853 9639.965 396680.1 1.782288 311.3338 0.032296 NOT ENOUGH

14 10145.13818 9676.049 384394.8 1.770933 293.4452 0.030327 NOT ENOUGH

15 9238.624754 9646.887 369694 1.76131 276.5104 0.028663 NOT ENOUGH

16 8175.868578 9554.949 480291.3 1.75305 303.7293 0.031788 NOT ENOUGH

17 9591.56882 9557.103 450352 1.745884 284.1626 0.029733 NOT ENOUGH

18 9723.057887 9566.323 425390.7 1.739607 267.4292 0.027955 NOT ENOUGH

19 10092.9155 9594.038 416352.7 1.734064 256.6959 0.026756 NOT ENOUGH

20 10088.09025 9618.741 406643.7 1.729133 246.5587 0.025633 NOT ENOUGH

21 9517.80673 9613.934 386796.7 1.724718 234.0722 0.024347 Enough

22 9353.341357 9602.089 371464.5 1.720743 223.5956 0.023286 Enough

23 9686.341486 9605.752 354888.4 1.717144 213.299 0.022205 Enough

24 8933.557362 9577.744 358285.4 1.713872 209.4051 0.021864 Enough

25 9690.009427 9582.235 343861 1.710882 200.6511 0.02094 Enough

26 8551.972486 9542.609 370931.2 1.708141 204.0251 0.02138 Enough

27 10973.28283 9595.597 432473 1.705618 215.8636 0.022496 Enough

28 10450.6149 9626.133 442564.6 1.703288 214.1399 0.022246 Enough

29 10332.52092 9650.492 443965 1.701131 210.4811 0.02181 Enough

30 10766.41995 9687.689 470165.8 1.699127 212.7114 0.021957 Enough

31 10878.79568 9726.112 500259.2 1.697261 215.6082 0.022168 Enough

32 9668.119479 9724.3 484226.9 1.695519 208.5701 0.021448 Enough

33 10572.24335 9749.995 490882.9 1.693889 206.5936 0.021189 Enough

34 10538.11571 9773.175 494276.3 1.69236 204.0508 0.020879 Enough

35 9079.231359 9753.348 493497.6 1.690924 200.7856 0.020586 Enough

36 10316.78299 9768.999 488216 1.689572 196.7576 0.020141 Enough

37 10336.57135 9784.339 483360.9 1.688298 192.9674 0.019722 Enough

38 10252.9482 9796.671 476075.9 1.687094 188.8363 0.019276 Enough

39 10645.24796 9818.429 482011.2 1.685954 187.4313 0.01909 Enough

40 10012.77487 9823.288 470596.2 1.684875 182.7519 0.018604 Enough
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9.4 Appendix D: Extended Case Study 

 

SiteNr SiteName RecurringDemandKG

1 OFATMA 480

2 Hopital La Paix 700

3 Hopital Canape Vert 1380

4 Hopital Saint Franpois de Sales 12000

5 Hopital Franpais 2100

6 Hopital de Fermathe 17000

7 Hopital Saint Damien 456

8 CDTI 324

9 Hopital Le Messie 2900

10 Hopital lsraulien 880

11 Hopital Eliazar Germain 4520

12 Hopitalde de la Unversitu daeetat 1560

13 Hopital de la Communaut Ha tienne 1120

14 CLIMAPEV 2700

15 Grace Chidrens Hospital 2180

16 Hopital de Diquini 700

17 Hopital de Jacmel (Appui chilien) 580

18 Hopital St Esprit 320

19 Hopital Albert Schweitzer 1284

20 Israeli Field Hospital 8860

21 Russian Field Hospital 800

22 Spanish Field Hospital 360

23 Italian Field Hospital 1180

24 Norwegian Surgical Field Hospital 3000

25 German/Finnish Field Hospital 600

26 Finnish BHC Unit Place Jeremie Field Hospital 2400

27 Finnish BHC Unit Croix-Deprez Field Hospital 5060

28 Japanese BHC Unit Field Hospital 1500

29 Centre Hopitalier de Carrefour 2600

30 Hopital de Carrefour 400

31 Medimax 8460

32 Colombian Field Hospital 1780

33 Clinimed 1840

34 Belgium Field Hospital 500

35 Delmas 1360

36 Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) 1200

37 Hopital Bernard Mevs 1460

38 German BHC unit Field Hospital 200

39 Polyclinique de la Croix Dieu / DASH 1860

40 Hopital Delmas Musseau 1600

41 Unite Chirurgicale Degand 1400

42 Hopital Saint Landry 1000

43 CityMed Petion Ville 1000

44 Martissant 2500

45 Medishare 2340

46 Belge de Leogane 200

47 De grand Goave 9560

48 Hopital Saint Nicolas de St Marc 2760

49 Hopital de Petit Goave 260

50 Jeremie Hospital 400

51 Carrefour Feuille 1140

52 Centre de Sante de Lascahobas 100

53 Thiote Hospital 220

54 HAS PLASSAC UF 8 400

55 Centre de Sante de Cabaret 680

0 Airport (Depot) 0


